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Abstract Prologue 
Chapter 1
Gives a brief history o f the development o f  rugby football, and the part played in the evolution 
o f the game by the sixteen-year-old boy William Webb Ellis in 1823.
Chapter 2
Looks at the marketing potential o f  the sport and the competition from major sport companies 
and the clash o f interest between marketing organisations and players, such as the US 
Basketball team (the dream team) in the 1992 Barcelona Olympic games, and discusses the 
problems that have occurred in Rugby Football.
Chapter 3
Describes the marketing environment and factors outside that influence and affect marketing 
management and their ability to maintain a successful transaction with the target customers.
Chapter 4
Is concerned with measuring and analysing the market, and explains the research and the 
factors that impinge on marketing services and goods. It also looks at the whole field o f 
consumer behaviour.
Chapter 5
Distinguishes advertising from publicity, examines the specific objectives o f  advertising, and 
gives examples and analysis.
Chapter 6
Shows how the game has become more commercialised. The issues o f projecting the club in 
an appropriate manner has seen the professional rugby clubs in the UK reorganise in the way 
the game is marketed. Sponsorship provides critical lifeblood for the game and discusses how 
clubs have developed and managed their marketing and commercial activities and the problems 
facing some clubs in the competitive world o f professional rugby.
Chapter 7
Discusses the future o f the game and asks the question can the professional game o f rugby 
football survive in the UK? It also presents a case study o f one o f the most famous and 
successful sides in the world, who experienced financial ruin and has survived.
Chapter 8
Looks at ways o f gathering useful information that Llanelli Rugby club could possibly use and 
develop in fixture marketing initiatives. The author also presents the results o f  his case study.
Chapter 9
This summarises the thesis and gives the author’s views.
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Abstract
The purpose o f this thesis is to explain, compare and contrast the systems and 
marketing o f professional Rugby Union during the period o f which it became a 
professional sport in England and Wales. It also looks at the development o f sports 
marketing in other countries and to analyse the organisations that have been highly 
effective.
The thesis also explores some approaches that could be applied in the marketing 
policies o f a professional rugby club.
Also presented is a case study, which should be o f value to  clubs and organisations 
contemplating similar marketing and management programmes.
Preface
Ever since I was a small boy, I have had sporting interests. However, it was Rugby 
Union, which became my pre-eminent sport, when at the age o f fifteen I was accepted 
to  Llandovery College, a Public School with a strong rugby tradition. It was this 
school that acted as a springboard for nine years o f much rugby activity. During the 
past five years in particular, I experienced playing at a highest club level with such as 
Harlequins F.C, London Scottish F.C, and my current club, Llanelli R  F C. It thus 
seemed natural that my dissertation for my MPhil would involve this sport..
Over the last five years, the game o f Rugby Union has been revolutionised. Millions o f 
pounds have been poured into the game from individual and business sources. 
Television money is another major investor in the sport. Allegedly, huge sums o f 
money have been spent by clubs to purchase players from all over the world and many 
clubs have invested in developing other facilities for players and spectators.
Nevertheless, evidence suggests that spectator numbers have decreased. Rugby has not 
flourished and a variety o f  businessmen have withdrawn their support from clubs. In 
fact, several ancient and famous clubs, such as London Scottish and Richmond, have 
withdrawn from the professional game and allegedly other major clubs in England and 
Wales are close to following them.
Why is this? Is it that rugby has decreased as a spectator sport, or is it that less 
attention has been paid to developing facilities for spectators? Is Rugby Union a sport 
that should involve big money anyway? These are just some o f the questions I will 
attempt to discuss and look at in this dissertation.
In some countries noticeably New Zealand, America, South Africa and Australia, 
marketing sport and the development o f excellence has long been provided for. 
Evidence from attempts at fostering and marketing the development o f  Rugby Football 
elsewhere, particularly in Great Britain, did not give a clear picture o f  how best the 
marketing expertise might be developed. It was felt therefore that it would be helpful 
to survey some o f the work that had been done previously. It should be pointed out, 
that there is paucity o f reported work in this field in the United Kingdom o f Rugby 
Football Union.
Therefore, consideration is given to succesful sporting organisations that have 
experienced unparalleled success in sport. Even as players come and go, it seems that 
teams can remain in contention in today’s highly competitive global market place only 
if the key elements are put in place and executed from marketing branding to coaching, 
selection and youth development.
As mentioned earlier, over the last five years, I have been involved with three rugby 
clubs. Each has had its own approach to marketing with varying degrees o f  success. It 
thus seemed natural that my curiosity in the workings o f the clubs should form the 
basis o f my dissertation, ‘Marketing and Business o f Professional Rugby Union’
Following an overview o f the development o f  the game, some issues relating to 
marketing strategies are discussed, including advertising and the marketing o f a rugby 
club. Subsequently, a small project is described and the data analysed. The 
conclusions suggest possible ways forward and a case study, with its data analysed, is 
presented.
Chapter 1
Brief history and development of the game of rugby
Forms o f football have been played for hundreds, perhaps thousands o f years, with some o f 
the earliest references to football going back to ancient China and Japan. Different forms of 
football were played in various parts o f the country. The Welsh form o f the game appears 
to have been called ‘Cnapan,’ whilst in Cornwall, men played ‘Hurling to Goals.’ Some 
examples o f folk football are still in existence today. The Eton Wall Game, Cornish Hurling 
and Mob football in the Orkneys have survived for tradition’s sake, despite substantial 
changes to the nature o f the game from the second half o f the 18^ Century. However, the 
seeds o f rugby football were sown in games such as ‘hurling to goals’ and the very similar 
‘camp ball’ that emerged and flourished in various parts o f Britain over hundreds o f years. 
But it was in the English public schools in the 19th Century that such games took on a 
regular shape and subsequently, in the universities, that the disparate games were unified.
The part played in the evolution o f Rugby Football by the sixteen-year-old Rugby 
schoolboy William Webb Ellis in 1823, when he caught the ball and rushed forward, 
holding it instead o f kicking it, has never been clearly established. He did not suddenly 
change a kicking game into a carrying game, for most types o f football up to that time had 
more in common with present-day rugby than with soccer. It was the Football Association 
that diverged from the norm. It was soccer that broke the mould\
After the contentious Ellis incident, the football at Rugby School gradually developed into a 
running and carrying game and it was the rules drawn up at the school in 1846 that later 
formed the basis o f rugby union. The withdrawal o f the Blackheath club from the newly
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formed Football Association in 1863 was the springboard from which the game was 
launched^
On the 29th o f August 1895, twenty-one gentlemen representing northern rugby football 
clubs met in the Yorkshire woollen manufacturing town o f Huddersfield and decided to 
resign from the parent body o f their sport, the Rugby Football Union, whose headquarters 
were in London^. This famous meeting at the George Hotel signalled the beginning o f the 
professional game o f Rugby League.
This was done largely due to the fact that it was felt that for rugby to survive and flourish in 
the North o f England, the hard working class players needed to be compensated for 
‘broken time’, that is the time and pay lost from work because o f his playing commitments. 
Against the backdrop o f the development o f the game on a world scale and as a 
consequence o f three World cups held in four yearly cycles since 1987, the amateur 
regulations have been changed with almost on a yearly basis.
The most significant changes to the laws have included the awarding o f five points for a try 
(instead o f four), the condoning o f lifting in the lineout and the change o f the ruck-maul law 
to speed up the game.
By 1990, the England team was officially allowed to cash in on their status. The squad 
enlisted Bob Willis the former England cricketer, who is now a marketing consultant, as an 
agent to help exploit the changes in amateur laws approved by the International Rugby 
Football Board (IRFB). Such regulations enabled players to make significant sums of 
money from non-rugby promotional activity. The squad raised £750,000 from their ‘run 
the ball scheme.’
On the 28th o f August 1995, and after more than a century as an amateur sport, Rugby 
Union finally bowed to the inevitable and turned professional. From this day onward,
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players would finally be allowed to be paid officially for participating in the sport at all 
levels as a result o f the decision made by the IRFB.
The Board acted because the sport’s commercial pulling power had become more and 
more evident in the wake o f the very successful World Cup tournament in South Afiica in 
the summer o f 1995^.
Speaking on Radio 4, ‘The World This Weekend,’ Vernon Pugh, Chairman o f the IRFB, 
said “I don’t think we had an alternative and we do have a very strong belief we can 
properly control the game for the fiiture” .^
Although Louis Luyt, the South Afiican leading rugby administrator, described the decision 
as a ‘total victory,’ many o f the senior committee members in the Northern Hemisphere 
were not so convinced. Bill Bishop, the President o f the Rugby Football Union (RFU) at 
the time, admitted that he was ‘taken aback,’ by the scale o f the changes'^.
Barry John, the former Welsh and British Lion fly half condemned the move as 
‘calamitous’"^.
This announcement became the starting point for numerous millionaire investors to move 
into the elite clubs, but more importantly the quick move to sign present, past and future 
internationals on over inflated wage prices. These successful businessmen included Ashley 
Levitt, who is a Monaco based millionaire who bought a large percentage o f the then 
division two club Richmond. Nigel Wray a wealthy property developer bought into 
Saracens, and perhaps marking the first to move into the game. Sir John Hall the then 
owner o f Newcastle Football Club invested in Newcastle Gosforth R F C .
It was thought that the clubs owned by these businessmen would benefit vastly, whilst the 
other lower division clubs who did not find a financial backer would be left behind and 
never compete in the top flight.
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To define professionalism today is not easy, but in rugby terms it could be generally defined 
as players and officials alike who at the highest level can now be financially rewarded to do 
their job, whether through playing or coaching.
Since this increase o f millionaire businessman into the game occurred almost five years ago, 
there has now been a reversal in the movement, with many o f them withdrawing their 
support. In many cases this has lead to clubs going into liquidation, or being forced to 
merge because the so-called ‘sugar daddies,’ became disillusioned with losing their 
investments and incurring ever-greater profit losses. In the past year alone (1999) we have 
seen the loss o f two Premiership clubs in London Scottish and Richmond.
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Summary of the development of the game
•  1823 - William Webb Ellis catches and runs with the ball at Rugby School, setting a
trend, initially frowned upon but gradually accepted, which leads later to separate codes 
o f football.
•  1839 - What is possibly the first rugby club is set up at Cambridge University by Arthur
Pell who came up from Rugby School.
•  1843 - A rugby club is formed at Guy’s Hospital, London.
• 1845 - The laws o f football as played at Rugby School are codified with terms including
many still in use today, such as “try,” “knock on,” “place kick,” and “touch.” The goals 
are “H,” shaped, with scoring by kicking the ball between the posts and over the bar.
• 1850 - The Rev Rowland Williams, a former Fellow o f Kings College Cambridge,
becomes Vice Principal o f St Davids College Lampeter, in Wales, and introduces rugby 
there.
• 1854 - Trinity College (Dublin) RFC is founded, with an old Rugbyian, RH Scott, as its
first secretary.
•  1857 - Edinburgh Academicals RFC is founded.
•  1858 - The Blackheath Football Club is founded. Edinburgh Academicals meet
Merchiston Castle School in what is claimed to be the world’s oldest fixture.
• 1863 - The Football Association is founded and Blackheath withdraw over a rules
dispute, marking probably the point when association and rugby games begin to 
diverge.
•  1864 - The game spreads to Australia, where a club is formed at Sydney University,
and to Canada at Trinity College, Toronto.
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• 29th August 1895 - Clubs from Lancashire and Yorkshire collectively resign from the 
RFU, thus signaling the beginning o f Rugby League.
•  1987 - First Rugby Union World Cup competition is held in New Zealand.
• 1990 - The IRFB change the amateur laws which allows the England Rugby Team to 
cash in on its status. The squad is thought to have raised around £750,000 from their 
‘run with the ball,’ scheme.
• 27th August 1995 - Rugby Union turns professional.
• 5* June 1996 -  RFU sign a contract reportedly worth £87.5 million over five years with 
BskyB^
* * * * * *
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Summary of Chapter 1
This chapter has briefly looked at the development o f the game o f  Rugby Football 
Union, and the part played in the evolution o f the game by the sixteen-year-old boy 
William Webb Ellis in 1823.
It also looked at some o f the influences that caused the break o f the game o f Rugby 
Union to  the development o f the slightly different game o f Rugby League, which is 
thought to be the dominant form o f rugby in the North o f England.
The last part o f this chapter sees the author examining the reasons that pushed the 
game from an amateur sport to being the professional game that it is today, with some 
quotes from both past and present international players on this change.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Marketing
At the 1992 Barcelona Olympic Games, millions of people watched the men’s United States 
basketball team, “The Dream Team,” cruise to a lopsided victory. However, for sheer suspense, 
nothing matched the gold medal ceremony. With the presentation o f medals only minutes away, 
there was a dissension between the governing bodies, sporting goods manufacturers, and 
millionaire players.
Led by Michael Jordan and Charles Barkley, two o f the highest profile players in the game, who 
were under exclusive contracts with “Nike.” Some o f the players threatened to refuse to attend the 
medal ceremony wearing the ‘official,’ USA basketball warm-up kit, which happened to display the 
name “Reebok,” the team’s major sponsor. Thus the drama after the competition: would everyone 
in the team show up? What would they wear^?
With both the marketing executives at Nike and Reebok seeing the extensive product and 
marketing potential for their sport, it was only a matter o f time before a clash o f interests turned 
into confrontation. However, the audience was not let down, as the “Dream Team” appeared some 
wearing their warm-up kit, and some wearing their Nike tops^.
This is just one example o f recent clashes that have occurred between sports personalities, their 
agents and the wide range o f sponsors promoting the different products. Already this has occurred 
in the new professional game o f rugby, when Scott Quinnell, whom is one o f Wales’s greatest 
present day talents had a disagreement with the Welsh Rugby Union (WRU) over contracts and 
sponsorship. He refused to play for his country until December 1999, when businessman Geoff 
Cartwright, who runs Global Sports Ltd. in Newbridge, offered the Richmond number eight
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£10,000 to end his international exile and wear boots made by the WRU kit sponsor Reebok. 
Quinnell had a £16,000 deal with Puma. He said he did not want a pay cut and that other Wales 
players were on £30,000 deals^. Therefore, as more money is pumped into the professional game, 
clubs must be aware o f the marketing concepts and strategies used not only in direct competition 
with rival clubs, but also with other sports such as basketball and soccer.
2.1 The Need for Marketing in Sport
"'One o f the first concepts o f marketing is understanding that you don't own the brand, the 
consumers do. What that means is understanding their needs and requirements and tailoring your 
product to suit them. ”
As sports ‘consumers’ have become more complex in their needs, as well as their demographic 
makeup and as the competition for the sport participant dollar has increased, the demand for 
professional sport marketing has increased. No longer can sports organisations rely so heavily on 
free media exposure to accomplish their promotional objectives^.
The term “sports marketing,” was coined by periodicals such as “Advertising Age,” in 1978, to 
describe the activities o f consumer and industrial product and service marketeers who were 
increasingly using sport as a promotional vehicle. Even a casual television viewer cannot help but 
notice the use o f sports images and personalities to sell beer, cars, and a whole range o f other 
products^®.
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Sport marketing consists o f all activities designed to meet the needs and wants o f sport consumers 
through an exchange process. Sport marketing has developed two major thrusts, the first being the 
marketing o f sport products and services directly to consumers o f sport, and the second the 
marketing o f other consumer and industrial products or services through the use o f sport 
promotion^.
Traditionally, the sports industry has been guilty o f what the economist Theodore Levitt called 
“marketing myopia.” That is, sport organisations have concentrated on producing and selling goods 
and services rather than identifying and satisfying the needs and wants o f consumers and their 
markets. Although some organisations have shifted their perspectives, marketing myopia is still a 
widespread affliction in many industrial segments. This is revealed by the continued emphasis on 
sales and promotions (which is merely one part o f marketing), and by the failure to employ more 
professionally trained marketeers^\
For example, during the season of 1998-99, Saracens RFC employed nearly thirty full-time staff to 
help in the marketing and administrative running o f the club, whereas in contrast London Scottish 
RFC employed one.
Could this have something to do with the success Saracens have had in drawing new supporters to 
the club, and the unsuccessful campaign o f London Scottish to increase attendance during their first 
year in Premiership rugby and may this have subsequently contributed to their demise?
This is seen at Llanelli RFC, where the marketing department to date has not done any surveys to 
see what their supporters want and think o f the club. This information, which is vital to the success 
o f any marketing department, was collected by the writer as part o f this study and, in Chapter 9, the 
findings are presented.
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Marketing is often defined as a social and managerial process by which individuals and groups 
obtain what they need and want through creating and exchanging products and value with others^^. 
There are five alternative marketing management philosophies involving production and the 
product, also important is the selling and marketing o f the good as well as the social marketing 
concepts.
These five concepts influence the way companies approach their customers and lead to possible 
goals o f the marketing system, such as maximising consumption, consumer satisfaction and the 
choice or quality o f life. These points are what make up the challenges that marketeers are facing 
today. Many people mistakenly think of marketing only as the selling and promotion o f a product, 
however, it now has a sense o f “satisfying customer needs^^.”
Selling is often only the tip o f the marketing iceberg and, more often than not, it is not the most 
important. For example, if the marketeer does a good job o f identifying a consumer’s needs, 
develops a good product and prices, distributes and promotes it effectively, these goods should in 
theory sell quite easily.
These are just some o f the points one must consider when trying to sell the game o f rugby union 
and what a club must consider and identify when trying to sell itself better than its competitors. For 
example, the competition between London Wasps and Harlequins whom are two London clubs, 
who are geographically located close together and therefore, could be competing for the same 
supporters.
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2.2 Core Marketing Concepts 
Figure 1
Needs, wants and demands
Market
Exchange, transactions <■  
and relationships
Products
Value and satisfaction
The most basic concept underlying marketing is that o f human needs. A human need is a state o f 
felt deprivation^^. There are two things we can do when need is not satisfied. The first is that a 
person will look for an object that will satisfy a need, or try to reduce the need.
People have almost unlimited wants, but limited resources (often called scarcity). Thus, they want 
to choose products that provide the most satisfaction for their money. When backed by buying 
power, these wants become demands.
A product is anything that can be offered to a market to satisfy a need or want. In this case, the 
product is the game o f rugby union, or the club (e.g. Saracens). These products can be goods or 
services, and must give value and satisfaction.
Evidence suggests that marketing occurs when people decide to satisfy needs and wants 
through exchange, with exchange often being defined as the act o f obtaining a desired object 
from someone by offering something in retum^^. Exchange is the core concept o f marketing.
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and for exchange to occur both parties must come to an arrangement. I f  they agree, one must 
then conclude that the act o f exchange has left both o f them better off, or at least not worse 
off.
Transaction marketing is part o f the larger idea o f relationship marketing. This concept involves the 
marketeers working at building long-term relationships with valued customers, distributors and 
suppliers. They build strong economic and social ties by promising and consistently delivering high 
quality products, good services and fair prices.
Therefore, increasing marketing is thought o f as shifting from trying to maximise profits on each 
individual transaction, to maximising mutually beneficial relationships with consumers and other 
parties. Thus, the operating assumption is that building a good relationship will lead to profitable 
transactions in the fiiture.
A vital step in sport marketing is the recognition that one is dealing with a special product. The 
basic characteristics o f any sport appear to be playfiil competition, typically in some game form 
separated from normal space and time, and regulated by special rules.
In the marketing o f sport, the peculiarities o f the production, distribution, and consumption o f the 
sport make this type o f marketing unique.
One way in which the marketing of sport differs from other markets is that the sport consumers 
often consider themselves experts. Consider the findings o f the Miller Lite Report on ‘American 
Attitudes Towards Sports.’ When asked, “do you think you could play for a professional team if 
you practised?” 52% of respondents said, “yes.” To the question, “do you think that you could do a
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better job o f ofiBciating than most officials?” 74% said, “yes ” To the question “do you think that 
you could do a better job o f coaching than the average coach?” 51% said, “yes ”
It seems that the consumer views no other business so simplistically and with such identification^^.
Consumer demands tend to fluctuate widely. Most organisations face special problems in balancing 
product supply with consumer demand. People who are members o f leisure centres or private gyms 
tend to crowd the indoor facilities during the winter, but then in the summer they often trade their 
indoor for an outdoor sport.
This occurs in spectator sports (including rugby), where the fans are especially prone to a change in 
interest. For example, season openers bring high hopes and high demand, but midseason slumps, 
injuries, or weak competition may effect ticket sales^ "^ . For example, a premier division league game 
between Wasps and Bath which was the seasons opening game, in the season o f 1998-99 saw an 
attendance o f 9,526 (compared with the average of 5,442 for that season), whilst the next game 
against Gloucester saw only 5,362 people attend. (Appendix 1).
The problem with the product (i.e. the game o f rugby) is that it is open to such a wide array of 
interpretations by the consumer (i.e. the supporter). What each rugby consumer sees in the game is 
quite subjective, which makes it extremely difficult for the sport marketeer to ensure a high 
probability o f consumer satisfaction. As Peter Bavasi a marketing executive said when he was with 
the Cleveland Indians, “Marketing baseball isn’t the same as selling soap or bread. You’re selling a 
memory, an illusion^\”
It was found that typically only 2% of those attending collegiate and professional sports events 
attended by themselves. Consequently sport marketeers need to recognise the role that social
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facilitation plays. Special programmes and promotional plans need to be developed that maximise 
the enjoyment and satisfaction o f the group, with special promotions aimed at each demographic 
segment. For example, more family promotions occurred in the 1990s, with fewer promotions 
aimed at “swinging singles” . This was because society is ageing, and the “baby boomers” were 
raising families and had new needs to be met by marketeers'^.
This has also been found to occur in rugby, as there has been a shift in the age structure, which is 
affecting all sporting businesses. The decline in the number of 15-24 year olds has meant that there 
has to be different segments o f the market to be targeted; these include the family sector. This 
sector which rugby clubs from both codes have already targeted is one o f great potential. In terms 
o f socio-economic group the AB category is increasing both in number and as a proportion o f the 
total population^^.
Another problem with having sport as a product is that people produce sport, and people are 
inconsistent. A  game o f English Premiership League Rugby played today will be different from the 
game played next week, even if the same teams are playing.
There are a number o f external factors that influence the game, such as weather, injuries to players, 
referees and the crowd attending. All of these factors influence the outcome o f the game and 
therefore also influence the excitement and satisfaction experienced by the fan.
Because the competitive fixture lists o f the rugby clubs are developed and structured by the league 
oflQce (in Wales it is the W.R.U and in England the R.F.U) this results in games often being played 
on days that are quite difficult to promote. For example, there is now a number o f London ‘derbies’ 
in the Premiership league. These fixtures often lead to sell out crowds and hospitality. However, if 
the London clubs o f Wasps play Harlequins and Richmond play Saracens on the same day, it makes
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the rugby supporters distribute themselves, thereby causing both game receipts to fall.
No sport marketeer can control how well a team will play, so they must emphasise the product 
extensions for which consistency can be achieved. The problem has often been described as “Do 
you sell the steak or the sizzle?” and the answer is not simple. For some consumers only the quality 
o f the product (the steak) is important, yet for others the style and atmosphere o f the presentation 
(the sizzle) are critical. For most consumers, both factors are critical. In sport we cannot guarantee 
the quality o f the steak, we must sell both, but we emphasise the sizzle, because that is what the 
sport marketeer can control^^.
The market is often defined as a set o f actual and potential buyers o f a product. Marketing means
working with markets to bring about exchanges for the purpose o f satisfying human needs and
^  12 wants .
In marketing, sellers must search for buyers, identify their needs, design good products and 
promote them, but must also store and deliver these products and set prices for them.
These are once again factors that must be taken into account when a rugby club is trying to market 
and thus sell its club to the public. However, it is also important to note that the consumers also do 
marketing when they search for the goods they need at the price they can afford.
If  you were looking to go and watch a game o f rugby in the South West o f London in the season of 
1997-98, there were four Premiership sides which you could choose between, these being 
Harlequins, London Irish, Richmond and Wasps. There was no difference between the prices o f the 
most expensive seats (all costing £15), however there was a difference in the price o f the cheapest
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seats, with Harlequins cheapest seat costing £12, London Irish’s £10, Richmond’s £11 and Wasps’ 
£ 10.
I f  this is compared to one o f the leading American Basketball teams, the Chicago Bulls, one o f their 
worries is ticket pricing. As the price continues to rise, the double-edged sword is that whilst there 
is more revenue, simultaneously, a reduced fan base will be triggered. The Chicago Bulls 
philosophy was to strike a balance. Rather than drive up ticket prices to create short-term 
advantage, the Bulls marketing plan took a more long-term approach. Creating equity in the 
product was achieved by building loyalty, in the first instance, among season ticket holders, in a 
very personal way^*.
2.3 Marketing Management Philosophies
Five alternative concepts 
under which organisations 
conduct their marketing 
activities
1. Production
2. Product
3. Selling
4. Marketing
5. Social marketing concepts
The ‘Production Concept,’ holds that consumers will favour products that are available and 
highly affordable, and that management therefore should focus on improving production and 
distribution. Production concept is a useful philosophy in two types o f situations. The first is 
when demand for a product exceeds the supply and the second when product cost is too high 
and improved productivity is needed to bring it down.
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The second alternative is ‘Product Concept.’ This is when consumers favour products that offer 
the best quality, performance and innovative features, and an organisation should devote energy to 
making continual product improvements.
The ‘Selling Concept,’ is when consumers will not buy enough o f the organisation’s products 
unless it undertakes a large-scale selling and promotion effort. The concept is typically practised 
with unsought goods - those that buyers do not normally think o f buying, such as encyclopaedias. 
Achieving organisational goals depends on determining the needs and wants o f target markets and 
delivering the desired satisfaction more effectively and efficiently than competitors do. This is the 
‘Marketing Concept.’
Finally, ‘Social Marketing Concept,’ is when organisations should determine the needs, wants and 
interests o f target markets. They should deliver desired satisfaction more effectively and efficiently 
than competitors in a way that maintains or improves the consumer’s and society’s well being.
As previously mentioned, marketing is defined as a social and managerial process dedicated to 
meeting human needs. Therefore a question that must be asked is, what needs are satisfied by 
attendance at a rugby match? In the main it is often thought to be the psychological human needs 
that are satisfied by allowing, for example, a chance to vent fiustration and anger and an outlet for 
emotion and prejudices, the latter being more apparent at certain grounds than others.
Being associated with success in modem times will also hold much attraction for individuals whose 
ambitions and fulfilment have not been, or have only partly been, attained^^.
Summary of Chapter 2
This chapter has looked at the marketing potential o f the sport, the competition from major 
sport companies and the clash o f interest between marketing organisations and players. An 
example include the US Basketball team (the ‘dream team ,’) in the 1992 Barcelona Olympic
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games, and discusses the problems that have occurred in Rugby Football.
It then looks at the reasons and explanations for the need for marketing in sport and some o f 
the core marketing concepts such as products, demand, and satisfaction.
Lastly, it examines the marketing management philosophies that influence the way 
organisations conduct their marketing activities.
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Chapter 3
Marketing Environment
A company’s marketing environment consists o f the actors and forces outside marketing that affect 
marketing management ability to develop and maintain successful transactions with target 
customers^°. The marketing environment offers both opportunities and threats. Therefore 
companies must use their marketing research and intelligence systems to follow the changing 
environment and must adapt their marketing strategies to environmental trends and developments.
Marketing environment can be split into two parts, the first being the microenvironment, which 
involves forces that are close to the company that can affect its ability to serve customers. The 
second is the macroenvironment, which consists o f the larger social forces^ *^ .
3.1 The Microenvironment
Major actors in the company’s microenvironment are as follows^^; 
Figure 2
Suppliers
Company Marketing
Intermediaries Customers
Competitors
Public
The suppliers are the firms and individuals that provide the resources needed by the company to
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produce its goods and services. Marketing managers must watch supply availability, supply 
shortages or delays, and other events that can cost sales in the short run and damage customer 
goodwill in the long run. This was found to be a problem with the printers that Llanelli RFC Ltd. 
used for their programmes, posters and promotional leaflets. Because the printers were based in 
Bristol, it meant that much time was wasted travelling back and forth to proof texts, and made it 
difficult to pin the company down for certain deadlines (see Chapter 7). Marketing managers also 
monitor the price trends o f their key inputs. Rising supply costs may force an increase in price that 
can harm the company’s sales volume.
In the company, the marketing management takes other company groups into account, groups such 
as top management, finance, research and development, purchasing, manufacturing, and
accounting. All o f these departments have an impact on the marketing department’s plans and
20actions .
The marketing intermediaries are the firms that help the company to promote, sell and distribute its 
goods to final buyers. They include middlemen, physical distribution firms, marketing service 
agencies, and financial intermediaries. The middlemen include wholesalers and retailers, the physical 
distribution firm that helps the company to stock and move goods fi’om their point o f origin to their 
destinations. The marketing service agencies are the advertising, media and marketing consulting 
firms that help the company target and promote its product to the right market. There are also the 
financial intermediaries, such as banks, credit companies and the insurance companies^°.
Finally, there is the customer. The marketing concept begins and ends with the customer. The 
marketeer o f any commodity needs to  understand who might be interested in buying the
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product. Therefore, the intelligent marketeer constantly seeks to answer a series o f 
questions^^. Who are my customers - past, present, and future, in terms o f  both demographics 
(age, sex, income) and psychographics, (attitudes, opinions, lifestyle)? W here do my 
customers reside and where do they work? How do they travel to and from the places where they 
consume my product? Where, when and how have my consumers been exposed to my product 
and its advertising and if they have been committed to my product, why^^?
3.2The Macroenvironment
Major forces in the company macroenvironment^^; (Figure 3)
Natural Forces
Political Forces
Economic Forces
Company
Cultural Forces
Technological Forces
Demographic Forces
Demographic environment is the study o f human populations in terms o f size, density, location, 
age, race, occupation and other statistics. The demographic environment is o f major interest to 
marketeers because it involves people and people make up markets^\
The economic environment consists o f factors that affect consumer purchasing power and spending
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patterns. A change in income often leads to a change in consumer spending patterns.
Natural environment involves the natural resources that are needed as inputs by marketeers or that 
are affected by marketing activities, for example an increase in the cost o f energy.
The technological environment is the most dramatic force now shaping industry. It releases such 
things as diverse as penicillin and credit cards; therefore it can be said that new technologies create 
new markets and opportunities.
Marketing decisions are strongly affected by political developments. The political environment 
consists o f laws, government agencies, and pressure groups that influence and limit various 
organisations and individuals in a given society.
Finally, the cultural forces are made up o f institutions and other forces that affect society’s basic 
values, perceptions, preferences and behaviour.
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Summary of Chapter 3
This chapter describes the marketing environment and factors outside that influence and affect 
marketing management and their ability to maintain a successful transaction with the target 
customers.
It takes the environment a step further by dividing the subject into two, by looking more 
closely at both the microenvironment and the macroenvironment and the major actors and 
forces in a company within both scenarios.
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Chapter 4
Marketing Research
“To manage a business well is to manage its future; and to manage the future is to manage 
information.
Marketing research, by definition, is concerned with measurement and analysis o f markets. 
Marketing research is concerned with all the factors that impinge upon the marketing o f goods and 
services and so includes the study o f advertising effectiveness, distributive channels, competitive 
products and marketing policies and the whole field o f consumer behaviour^.
The British Institute o f Management has adopted a slightly modified version o f the original 
definition o f the American Marketing Association, namely: objective gathering, recording and 
analysing o f all facts about problems relating to the transfer and sale o f goods and services fi*om 
producer to consumer or user^.
Essentially, marketing research seeks to provide answers to five basic questions:
Who, what, when, where and how?
In practice, marketing research is usually concentrated on a limited number o f recurrent problems, 
often on a continuous basis, which may be classified as follows^.
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4.1 Market Research
This will identify the size and nature o f the market in terms o f the age, sex, income, occupation and 
social status o f consumers, as well as the geographical location o f potential consumers. The market 
share o f major competitors, that is brand-share analysis, can be assessed as well as the structure, 
composition and organisation o f distributive channels serving the market. Finally, the nature o f 
economic and other environmental trends affecting the structure o f the market should be 
determined.
4.2 Sales Research
This is the determination o f territorial variations in sales yield, the establishment and revision o f 
sales territories, sales call planning and the measurement o f the effectiveness o f salespeople. It can 
also be an evaluation o f sales methods and incentives and perform cost-benefit analysis o f physical 
distribution systems and retail audits.
4.3Product research
An analysis o f the competitive strengths and weaknesses o f existing products, i.e. both o f one’s 
own and one’s competitors and an investigation o f new uses for existing products is part o f this 
topic. There can also be product concept testing, packaging research and variety reduction.
4.4 Advertising research
This is copy and media research and the measurement o f advertising effectiveness.
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4.5 Business economics
This is input-output analysis, short and long range forecasting that is based on trend analysis 
and price and profit analysis^.
Marketing research activity falls into two main categories - continual and ad hoc. Marketing is an 
on-going process in a dynamic environment, and continual research is essential if the firm is to 
remain informed o f changes in demand and is able to modify its policies accordingly^'^.
One or any combination o f three methods -observation, experimentation and sample survey - can 
be used to collect original data.
Observation is the simplest but not necessarily the best and consists essentially o f observing the 
process associated with the factors under investigation. A good example o f this approach is the 
measurement o f customer fiow patterns within retail outlets, fi*om which many principles o f store 
layout have been derived '^^.
Some o f the problems with observational technique are that it relies heavily on the skill and 
objectivity o f the observer, and there is the need for secrecy if behavioural patterns are not to be 
disturbed as a result o f the subject’s awareness that he or she is under scrutiny.
Experimentation avoids the lack o f control common to observational methods and is usually less 
expensive to undertake than a sample survey. Most types o f experimentation methods are done 
under laboratory conditions, and the major problem with this is in trying to replicate normal 
behaviour in a laboratory setting. When running the experiment there must also be a control, which 
often consists o f running an experiment identical with the test situation with the exception o f the
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test variable, on the assumption that any differences, which arise, are due to this variable '^ .^
Sampling is based on two fundamental principles o f statistical theory, which are usually termed 
‘The Law of Statistical Regularity,’ and ‘The Law of Inertia of Larger Numbers.’ The first law 
holds that any group o f objects taken from a larger group o f such objects will tend to possess the 
same characteristics as the larger group. The second law holds that large groups are more stable 
than small groups owing to the compensation effect o f deviation in opposite directions^'*.
In most instances, the researcher wants some measure o f the reliability of the data he has collected, 
and so will select a sample design based on probability theory, such that the chance that any given 
unit will be selected may be assigned a definite, non-zero probability '^*. Examples o f this probability 
based sample design are random sampling, cluster samples and multi-stage samples.
For accurate results that can be used for predictive purposes the above methods should be used. 
However, there is often a need for a quick survey as a preliminary act, to clarify some basic issues. 
There are three types o f non-probability samples that can be used: the convenience sample, the 
judgement sample and the quota sample.
The convenience sample consists o f soliciting information from any convenient group whose views 
may be relevant to the subject inquiry. For example, it could be done by stopping passers by on the 
street to ask their views on parking meters and off-street parking to get a feel for the subject, and a 
basis for formulating more precise questions to be asked o f a representative sample '^*.
Judgement sampling is a slightly more refined technique in those respondents are selected on the 
basis o f the interviewer’s subjective opinion that they constitute a representative cross-section o f 
the population to be investigated^'*.
Quota sampling represents a distinct improvement on both these approaches in that the respondent
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‘type’ is specified on the basis o f characteristics o f the population at large '^*.
Once respondents have been identified fi'om the sampling fi'ame, the researcher may establish 
contact by one o f three methods - personal interview, mail questionnaire or telephone interview.
One o f the main problems with the telephone process is that private subscribers represent only a 
proportion o f all households and tend to be concentrated in the higher socio-economic groups. 
However, the major advantage o f the telephone interview is that it gives a quick and low cost way 
to interview people.
The mail questionnaire also has its disadvantages, in that it suffers fi'om a very high refusal rate, for 
example a 50% response would be considered excellent. It also leaves the possibility of 
misinterpretation o f the actual questions asked.
It is because o f the disadvantages associated with telephone and mail questionnaires that the 
personal interview remains the most popular survey technique, despite its high cost. The use o f 
trained interviewers invariably produces a high percentage o f acceptable returns with a low refusal 
rate '^*. The other bonus is that the interviewer may also be able to obtain additional information 
fi'om observation, though it is also important that the interviewer does not lead the respondent into 
answering in a certain way.
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4.6 Questionnaires
Questionnaires may conveniently be considered to consist o f four basic elements. Firstly, all 
questionnaires must be identifiable and so must be given a title and a distinctive number. Secondly, 
all questionnaires should make provisions for the recording o f basic respondent data as a basis for 
subsequent classification, and to permit comparative analysis with other surveys. They should 
include age, sex and marital status. Thirdly the questionnaire should contain control questions to 
check on respondents’ consistency and to ensure that they have been administered or completed in 
accordance with the instructions given. Finally, the questionnaire must contain questions that will 
elicit the information required to provide answers to the problem under investigation^'*.
There are three types o f questions that are mainly used in questionnaires.
The first is dichotomous, questions that require a straight ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer, and are thus easy to 
ask. However, although they are good for securing factual data, they are o f limited value when 
seeking opinions or attitudes.
It is when opinions and attitudes are required to be asked that multiple choice questions are used. 
As the name implies multiple choice questions ofifer the respondent a number o f alternatives and so 
permit the collection o f more detailed and accurate data.
The last type o f questions are the open-ended type, that give the respondent total freedom in 
answering and therefore lead to the maximum amount o f information being gathered. These have 
the added bonus o f reducing the chances o f interviewer bias. All three o f the above types of 
questions were used in my survey o f a Llanelli RFC home fixture against Ulster. Appendix 2 also 
gives an example o f a questionnaire used by the Pittsburgh Pirates to survey their supporters and 
gather usable information.
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Summary of Chapter 4
This has looked at the importance o f information in the management o f a successful business, 
and therefore ways o f gathering relevant information that a marketeer o f a company can use to 
gain success in the industry that it is in.
It is concerned with measuring and analysing the market, and explains the research and the 
factors that impinge on marketing services and goods. It also looks at the whole field o f 
consumer behaviour.
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Chapter 5
Advertising and its objectives
In the early 1990s, Eveready set out to recharge its image. The company focused on its ‘Energizer,’ 
brand, which was locked in a head-to-head battle with ‘Duracell,’ for the top spot in the huge 
alkaline battery market. The key would be to create a distinct image for Energizer and to generate 
consumer excitement, a difficult task in the battery industry, which traditionally has been dominated 
by a few, largely undifferentiated brands. What was the solution? Perhaps the most innovative new 
advertising campaign o f the year, featuring an improbable pink, drum-thumping bunny
Advertising is often defined as any paid form o f non-personal presentation and promotion o f ideas, 
goods or services by an identified sponsor^\
What distinguishes advertising fi'om publicity is that it is paid for, and it is a commercial transaction. 
It is also directed at a mass audience that is often described as being non-personal.
The ultimate purpose underlying all advertising is increased awareness. However, an increase in 
profit is also often anticipated as an end result. An examination o f the specific objectives of 
advertising, summarised the following actions as being the most important:^^ to build primary 
demand, introduce a price deal, inform about a product’s availability, build brand recognition or 
brand preference or brand insistence, inform about a new product’s availability or features or price, 
help salespeople by building an awareness o f a product among retailers, create a reputation for 
service, reliability or research strength, increase market share, modify existing product appeals and 
buying motives, increase fi*equency o f use o f a product, inform about new uses o f a product.
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increase the number or quality o f retail outlets, build the overall company image, affect immediate 
buying action, reach new areas or new segments o f population within existing areas and develop 
overseas markets.
Different organisations handle advertising in different ways. In small companies, advertising might 
be handled by someone in the sales department. Large companies set up advertising departments 
whose job it is to set the advertising budget, work with the ad agency, and handle direct-mail 
advertising, dealer displays, and other advertising not done by the agency. M ost large companies 
use outside advertising agencies because they are experienced specialists^^.
Strategy Planning for Advertising (Figure 4)
Target Marketing
Product
I--------
Target
Audience
Place# Prornotion Pricer
Personal Selling Mass Selling Sales Promotion
Advertising
Kind o f 
Advertising
— I
Media
Type
Publicity
"1------
Core
Thrust
Who will 
do the work?
The marketing management must make five important decisions when developing an advertising
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programme:
5.1 Setting Objectives
The first step in developing an advertising programme is to set advertising objectives. These 
objectives should be based on past decisions about the target market, positioning, and marketing 
mix. These factors constitute what should be done in the total marketing programme.
An advertising objective is a specific communication task to be accomplished with a specific target 
audience during a specific period o f time, and can be divided into whether the aim is to inform, 
persuade or remind^^, (see page for three types o f advertising).
Information advertising is used to tell the market about a new product, thereby building a primary 
demand. Persuasive advertising is used to build some brand loyalty, or encourage consumers to 
switch to your brand. This type o f advertising becomes more important as competition increases. 
The third is reminder advertising, which is used to keep consumers thinking about the product.
5.2 Setting the advertising budget
The overall role o f advertising is to change the demand for a product^^ Therefore the company 
should only look to spend the amount required to achieve the sales goals. One factor that should be 
considered when setting the budget is that, if it is a new product, the company will typically need 
large advertising budgets to build awareness and gain a consumer trial. However, older or mature 
brands usually require lower budgets.
Another factor is the competition. If  the market were made up o f many competitors then one
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would have to advertise more heavily to be heard above the noise in the market.
5.3 Creating the advertising message
A large advertising budget does not guarantee a successful advertising campaign. Two advertisers 
can spend the same amount on advertising, yet have very different results. Studies show that 
creative advertising messages can be more important to advertising success than the number of 
dollars or pounds spent. No matter how big the budget, advertising can succeed only if 
commercials gain attention and communicate well. Therefore, the budget must be invested in
25effective advertising messages .
We know, for example, that consumers have a great ability to tune out messages or ideas that do
not interest them. ‘How much o f the daily newspaper do you actually see as you page through it?’^ ^
As a guide to message planning we can use the AIDA concept;
• getting Attention,
• holding Interest,
• rousing Desire, and
• obtaining Action.
5.4 Selecting advertising media
The major steps in media selection are, deciding on reach, frequency and impact, choosing among 
major media types, selecting specific media vehicles, and deciding on the media timing^^
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5.5 Advertising evaluation
When making an evaluation o f how successful and effective an advertising campaign has been, one 
must look at the communication effects and the sales eftects^^
We can measure the communication effect o f an ad by three major methods; the first is through 
direct rating, where the advertiser exposes a consumer panel to alternative ads and asks for a rating. 
Although this may not seem a very scientific test, a high rating usually indicates a potentially more 
effective advertisement.
In portfolio tests, consumers are asked to listen to or view an advertisement and then they are 
asked to recall the advertisement and its content. Their ability to recall indicates the ability o f an 
advertisement to stand out and be remembered.
Laboratory tests use scientific equipment to measure the consumer’s physiological reaction to an 
advertisement; blood pressure and heartbeat are just two o f the measurements that are recorded. 
These tests, however, measure an advertisement’s attention getting power, but reveal little about its 
impact on intentions and attitudes.
The two most popular tests are the recall tests and the recognition tests. The recall tests ask people 
who have been exposed to a magazine or television programme to recall everything they can about 
the advertisers and products they saw. This test indicates the advertisement’s power to be noticed 
and retained.
In recognition tests volunteers are asked to point out any adverts they recognise or have seen 
before in a given issue o f a magazine.
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It is difficult to measure the sales effect o f the advertisement campaign because sales are affected by 
many factors other than advertising, such as price and availability. One easy way to measure the 
sales effect o f the advertising campaign is to compare past sales with past advertising 
expenditures^^
The objectives that determine the kind of advertising used
The advertising objectives largely determine which o f two basic types o f advertising to use - 
product or institutional. Product advertising tries to sell a product. It may be aimed at final users or 
channel members.
Institutional advertising tries to promote an organisation’s image, reputation or ideas - rather than a 
specific product. Its basic objective is to develop goodwill or improve an organisation’s relations 
with various groups -  not only customers, but also current and prospective channel members, 
suppliers, shareholders, employees and the general public.
Product advertising can be divided into three categories; 
t  Pioneering advertising 
♦ Competitive advertising 
t  Reminder advertising.
Pioneering advertising tries to develop primary demand for a product category rather than demand 
for a specific brand and is usually done in the early stages o f the product’s life cycle. Its function is 
to inform potential customers about the new product and persuade them to be consumers.
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Competitive advertising tries to develop selective demand for a specific brand. A firm is forced into 
competitive advertising as the product life cycle moves along; this is done so that it continues to 
hold its own and compete with its competitors.
Competitive advertising may be either direct or indirect. The direct type aims for immediate buying 
action. The indirect type points out product advantages to affect future buying decisions^^.
Reminder advertising is important when the product has achieved brand preference or if sales 
decline. It is used mainly to reinforce previous promotions.
As mentioned earlier in this section it is important to create a good advertising message. Therefore 
once the decision is taken on how one is to reach the target audience, one then has to decide on the 
copy thrust, which words and illustrations should be used to communicate. This decision should 
fiow from the promotion objectives - and the specific tasks assigned to advertising.
There are four key factors that must be taken into account when creating the advert. These are; 
Getting attention 
Holding interest 
Arousing desire 
Obtaining action
Getting attention is an advertisement’s first job. If  an advertisement does not get attention, it does 
not matter how many people see or hear it^^ Many attention-getting devices are available. A  large 
headline, newsworthy or shocking statements, attractive models, babies, animals, special effects - 
anything different or eye-catching - may do the trick. However, the attention getting device cannot 
detract from - and hopefiiUy should lead to - the next step, holding interest^^.
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Holding interest is more difficult, but the behavioural sciences give advertisers some insight into the 
best ways o f holding someone’s interest.
The tone and language o f the advert must fit with the experience and attitudes o f the target 
customers - and their reference groups. As a result, many advertisers develop adverts that relate to 
specific moods and emotions. They hope that the good feeling about the advert (and the whole 
marketing mix) will stick - even if the specific details o f the copy thrust are forgotten.
To hold interest, informative adverts need to speak the target customer’s language. Persuasive 
advertisements must provide evidence that convinces the customer. For example, TV 
advertisements often demonstrate a product’s benefits. Layouts for print adverts should look right 
to the customer. Print illustrations and copy, should be arranged to encourage the eye to move 
smoothly through the advert. Perhaps, fi'om a headline that starts in the upper left-hand comer, to 
the illustrations or body copy in the middle and finally to the company or brand name at the lower 
right hands comer^^.
Arousing desire is one o f an ad’s most difficult jobs. The advertisers must convince customers that 
the product can meet their needs, and product comparisons may highlight the advantages o f a 
particular brand, thus setting the brand apart. This often has the effect o f rationalising the 
consumer’s desire to buy the product.
Obtaining action is the final requirement, and is also often difficult as it means the consumer 
actually consuming and paying for the product. A good way o f initiating this response is by using a
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toll-free telephone number that might prompt some consumers who are not yet ready to buy, but at 
least call for more information. Then one could follow up with brochures or a telephone call, which 
can provide additional information and attempt to prompt further action.
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Summary of Chapter 5
This chapter has looked at the importance o f advertising and the influence a good advertising 
campaign can have on consumer behaviour towards a product.
It attempts to define advertising and investigates the ultimate purpose underlying all 
advertising campaigns, and the specific objectives.
It has also looked at the five important decisions the marketeer must make when developing 
an advertising programme. Finally, the objectives that determine the kind o f  advertising used 
and the importance o f getting attention, holding interest, arousing desire, and obtaining action 
is discussed.
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Chapter 6
The Marketing of a Club
The Henley Centre’s Leisure Futures research programme shows that the late 1980s saw a reversal 
in the long term trend o f declining working hours; free time for the population declined by over an 
hour a week. Overall family income continues to improve thanks to the increasing numbers o f 
multiple wage earning families^^.
With the rise in disposable income, consumers have a much wider choice o f leisure time activities. 
Because o f a recession people may cut down on the number o f times they go out, but do not 
necessarily cut down on the amount o f money they spend each time they go out^^.
Over the last five years sport or the visiting o f sporting venues has seen an overall continual decline 
in the number o f attendance. It is thought that due to the cost of entry to major sporting events and 
the increased coverage on pay television, sporting venues are seeing a decline in numbers passing 
through the tumstiles^^.”
For most rugby clubs, marketing encompasses all commercial activities that take place within a 
club, starting with sponsorship in all its forms, through hospitality boxes (if the club has any), 
lotteries and games, the club shop and advertising (perimeter, scoreboard and programme).
Most clubs have two assets to help them sell the club to the outside world. The first is the ground 
itself and its facilities, stands, seats and boxes. Executive boxes are among the most common 
facilities sold to outside businesses. Not every first and second division team have boxes, though 
boxes and the associated catering are an important source o f club revenue. (Figure 5).
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Figure 5
Clubs with and without boxes 1998 -  1999 
England Division 1 Wales Division 1
With Boxes 12 2
Without Boxes 2 10
The other principal asset available to clubs is the season ticket list. The list can contain a wealth of 
information o f use to the club. In addition to names and addresses, some lists contain information 
relating to age, children, and most importantly, any company affiliation and status.
The most sophisticated clubs would segment their lists into well-defined groups, focusing on 
families, children, long-standing supporters and particularly companies.
Marketing is responsible for ensuring that season tickets are sold to capacity and that current 
holders continue to patronise the product. At the Chicago Bulls for example, they have a vision that 
all the staff has to contribute in an active or passive way to a succesful sale o f season tickets. They 
want that to be the focus. They believe that being able to market season tickets successfiiUy is the 
lifeblood o f any sports organisation^^
The “product,” that clubs such as Richmond, London Scottish and NEC Harlequins has to offer is, 
the good standard o f attractive rugby that the team plays, a fiiendly club atmosphere and the easy 
access for travelling supporters by both car and tube.
In his interview with Running Rughy, Simon Crane, the Chief Executive o f Loftus Road pic, who 
own Wasps RFC and Queens Park Rangers FC, says that “he believes that club rugby has become 
more exciting and dynamic with teams looking to play a more positive type o f game in better 
stadiums with better facilities^.” An example o f this, is the highly successful Super 12s, competition
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in the Southern Hemisphere is all about entertainment, flamboyance, colour and razzmatazz. It is 
designed to appeal to non-traditional fans, including teenagers and families, and with particular 
emphasis on female support.
Moreover, according to the New Zealand Rugby Union, its stated strategic intent is to endeavour 
to ensure rugby is the most exciting entertainment product for all New Zealand and [for it] to be 
recognised as a leading sports brand world-wide. The union’s inspirational dream is nothing less 
than to maintain rugby’s position at the heart o f the nation^ \
Contact with local schools is important. Clubs could develop this into coaching sessions and open 
days to encourage more local children to come to matches and support the team and therefore the 
club.
Through their ‘Rugby in the Community Programme,’ Saracens RFC have put 46,020 youngsters 
through the programme since September 1997. They made 310 school visits, 66 club visits, ran 22 
school holiday rugby camps, 13 coach and education events, they have 4067 coaches and teachers 
involved in education programmes, held 26 festivals involving schools and clubs, ran 30 tours o f the 
stadium by clubs and schools, and lastly made 311 visits in the community by Saracens 
players! (Appendix 3)
Many British clubs have tried to buy success on the field by spending vast amounts o f money on big 
name signings, such as Vai Tuigamala at Newcastle and Zinzan Brooke at NEC Harlequins. 
However, there is also the other argument that the signing o f 'big names' will lead to an increase in 
attendance at the ground.
For example, the season 1998-99 brought the famous All Black, Zinzan Brooke, to the playing 
fields o f the Stoop Memorial Ground, which is the home of the Harlequins.
Zinzan is one o f the biggest names in the world o f rugby union and the opening game for
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Harlequins against Bath brought in a crowd o f 6,875, which was 1402 above the average 
attendance for that season. Could this above average attendance be due to the presence o f a world 
class player on the park, or could it be due to the usual factors o f it being a traditionally big game, 
and as mentioned earlier, the fact that it was the first game o f the season, where there are usually 
high hopes and high demands? To reinforce this, in a document reviewing association football it 
was concluded that transferred players, despite their high fees, do not have a major impact on club 
performance^^.
When deciding factors in the signing o f a player are assessed, then the marketeers must calculate 
the return on investment in a star, whether for a single event, a season or longer. Basing an event’s 
value on a few stars is always a gamble, especially in a sport such as rugby where injuries can occur 
at any time. For this reason it is wise for the marketeers to extend to include activities ‘o ff the 
playing surface. This was further emphasised by Chris Caisley, the Chairman o f the Bradford Bulls 
Rugby League club, who says that rugby union should be careful with its money, especially 
concerning big signings. The Bulls marketing success was due to aggressive advertising and an 
emphasis on youth development. “An aggressive marketing campaign focused largely on children 
which reduced the age o f the average fan fi'om mid 40’s to mid 20’s. It was tacky, it was 
Americanised and it worked^^.”
Rather than pay £120,000 to Tuigamala, they could put that money into marketing assistants. 
Wasps also believe that it is more sensible to purchase astutely, and to  concentrate on the 
improvement o f facilities '^*.
An example o f different types o f alternative entertainment was seen at London Broncos, who in the 
season o f 1996-1997 ran a kicking competition at half-time where a member o f the audience would
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have to take three kicks at goal. I f  he or she was successful with the three, he or she won a car. 
These types o f pre-match entertainment are becoming more and more important in the attraction of 
crowds to the ground, and more importantly their continual revisiting. This can be seen in American 
Sports where pre-match entertainment (and half time) is seen as critical. The Chicago Bulls squeeze 
every last ounce o f magic out o f every available second to enthral their customers. A  relentless, 
mesmerising sustained stream o f audience-relevant promotions, audiovisuals and cameo acts 
accompanies every game. Although the formula is familiar to many North American sports arenas, 
evidence suggests that the Bulls simply do it better. Their aim is to inoculate against the ultimate 
failure o f the core product*^.
Keith Brown the Senior Director o f Sales at the Bulls believes that the mission is to maximise the 
sales potential o f the product by attracting people who aren’t die-hard basketball fans. Their 
marketing Philosophy is to make winning and losing, as moot an issue as it can possibly be in terms 
of its impact on attendance and fan enjoyment*^ Although winning is important the emphasis is on 
family enjoyment.
This is highlighted in chapter 8 where one o f the main comments made in the questionnaire 
regarding improvements that could be made to Llanelli RFC Ltd. was more pre-match 
entertainment. This at present consists only o f the occasional dancers or a pre-match curtain raiser 
between two local junior clubs. This would seem typical o f what is seen throughout England and 
Wales.
The location o f the facility is vital to all segments o f sport. Where high levels o f  impulse business 
are to be expected, a high traffic location is crucial. Most sport marketeers and consultants believe 
in the utmost importance o f location; this is known as the “location, location, location” school o f 
thought*^.
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A consumer’s first impression o f the sport experience is crucial to satisfaction and desire.
The experience also depends upon the journey to and arrival at the facility. Therefore, the facility 
should be readily accessible fi'om major motorways and by public transport. The latter is especially 
important if one is targeting senior citizens, youth or people fi’om lower economic groups.
The grounds should also offer ample parking spaces. A general rule for stadiums that are accessible 
by mass transit is one parking space for every four seats*^.
Another asset is the fiexibility o f the grounds for use by a variety of other sports. For example, 
NEC Harlequins share the ground with the London Broncos Rugby League team, whilst Wasps 
share with Queens Park Rangers football team. To give an American example, the ‘United Center,’ 
which is a custom built facility that has been operated by the Chicago Bulls and the National 
Hockey team, the Chicago Blackhawks, since the 1994-95 season^^ This means that the clubs can 
maximise its resources by using the ground for ideally fifly-two weeks a year, instead o f every other 
Saturday during the season.
The location o f the food services/bars is important, as these should be located as close as possible 
to where the consumer watches the game. These facilities should also be close and well maintained 
with a sufficient number o f amenities so that the possibility o f queues is reduced.
Apart from these physical design aspects mentioned above, it is also important to have and maintain 
a good image about the ground. These factors are important in whether the consumer decides to 
use the facilities again.
One o f the major forces that project a facility’s image is the people who work in the facility. The
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attitudes o f non-management personnel can directly affect customer satisfaction, because these 
workers are the primary (and in many cases, the only) personnel that consumers contact. Yet these 
non-management personnel are usually the least trained o f a facility’s staff* .^
6.1 Promotion and advertising
As with all promotion, the core o f advertising is effective communication. Promotion concentrates 
on selling the product. The rugby club marketeer who is well versed in advertising, however, can 
reap more benefits than an increase o f consumers: he can attract sponsors. Many national 
manufacturers, such as Valvoline, Toyota and Goodyear are investing their marketing funds in local 
and regional advertising, with contingent promotions'^.
Therefore, there is a strong belief that shrewd and well planned advertising and promotion will lead 
to the attraction o f far more potential sponsors to the club, which in this day and age is often as 
important as the actual supporter. Harlequins and Llanelli would find it very difficult to survive the 
high running costs o f the professional game o f rugby without the sponsorship deals they have with 
NEC and Tetley respectively.
Sport sponsorship is crucial to the marketing machine in sport. It is often defined as sponsorship 
that enables clients to associate themselves with a specific organisation or events as part o f their 
marketing strategy. Association with an event can increase the profile o f a company and its brands, 
and to enhance their public perception^^.
The introduction o f sponsorship into rugby has been a significant factor that has speeded up its 
progress and release funds for grass roots development. It is thought that the growth in sponsorship 
o f clubs has enabled them to strengthen their squads and improve their facilities, while at the same
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time forcing them to become more professional in the way they operate*^.
This was further emphasised with the major sponsorship deal struck between the New Zealand 
Rugby Union and the Adidas organisation. The overall dollar value o f the sponsorship, is rumoured 
to be worth over NZ$80 million, including bonus payments for championship victories, spread over 
five years, is felt effectively secured the fiiture o f New Zealand rugby union^^.
This puts more pressure on the marketing department at the club and it is important that it decides 
upon the most beneficial and cost effective form o f advertising. Today’s rugby clubs must choose 
from numerous choices o f media alternatives available. Which is the best one for them to use? 
There are several different media, including print, broadcast, and outdoor media, which all have 
there own advantages and disadvantages.
Print media
One o f the major advantages of newspapers over other types o f print media is that they are 
published daily. Therefore, the day o f the game, membership promotion, or special sales advertising 
can be placed in a newspaper with almost no advance notice. Compared to television and radio, 
newspaper advertising is fairly low in cost.
This is different from magazines. Though they have usually better print and colour, they have the 
disadvantage o f being published weekly or even monthly.
In the season 1998-99 Saracens ran a promotion with “The Sun,” newspaper where, if the family 
brought the voucher from the paper, they could take the family to the game. This was done for the 
game against West Hartlepool, and resulted in an increased attendance by 10%.
Direct mail advertising is used widely in the sport industry. Its major advantage is that it reaches
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only the people whom the organisations want to reach, so little money is spent to circulate a 
message to people who have little interest in its contents. Mailing season ticket brochures to 
current, single game ticket buyers, is a good way to reach this target market^^.
During another home fixture, Saracens mailed to 100,000 people advertising the game and 
enclosing a discount voucher. From this mail-shot 42 people attended.
In direct mailing it is only successful if you are mailing to a targeted audience that you know may 
be interested in your product. Therefore, if you can reward customers for being customers, you can 
reward them for sending you the names of their fiiends.
Califomis Cosmetics, in Chatsworth, California, sold makeup, skin care products and inexpensive 
‘knock-oflfs,’ o f well-known perfumes such as ‘Opium’. President Rober Sidell promised his mail 
order customers the knock off o f their choice for free if they would supply him with the names o f 
three people who might like his cosmetics.
About 20% o f his customers took him up on his offer, and for every three new names he got, one 
placed an order. In the direct mail business, a 33% conversion rate was unheard of. If  three people 
out o f a hundred who got your catalogue became customers, you were a superstar'***.
But, Sidel said his results were not surprising. “First we got qualified leads. The people 
recommending us usually believed that their fiiends would like our products. Second, they 
generally told their fiiends why they liked doing business with us. That made it easier to convert'***.”
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Broadcast media
The two options here are television and radio, with television having the advantages o f reaching the 
largest number o f people and conveying sight and sound. The consumer can see the final try that 
won the game, or the big hit that turned it. Although television coverage is very expensive, the club 
using actual game footage and its own personnel can reduce cost.
Radio, on the other hand, has the advantage o f sound with appropriate ‘action,’ noise and music 
being able to portray a picture in the listener’s mind. It also has the bonus o f being less costly than 
television.
London Scottish ran a promotion with News Direct Radio during the week before their home 
fixture against London Irish. This involved ringing the station to receive tickets, which included fi'ee 
beer tokens. During the game fifteen people went to there bar to claim their fi'ee pint. The cost o f 
this promotion was £6500!
Outdoor Media
Outdoor adverts placed on billboards or bus cards are highly visible and relatively inexpensive. 
They remain in place over a long period o f time so that consumers may be exposed to the message 
repeatedly, which reinforces the message. Only those consumers who pass within sight o f the 
billboard will be exposed, so choosing good location is important. The sports venue itself has 
become a popular location for outdoor advertising'**.
It is also thought that billboard campaigns are more effective if their messages are a part o f a 
complete media campaign.
Following on the theme o f outdoor advertising. Wasps have undertaken a new initiative in an 
attempt to increase their customer base by having a fleet o f London Black cabs branded in the club
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colours.
Personal selling
Advertising is a non-personal means o f communication. Personal selling is still one o f the most used 
methods o f selling, and there are two basic methods used in the industry: face to face sales calls and 
telemarketing.
Perhaps the greatest change in selling sport, in both the spectator and participant markets, has been 
the increase in telemarketing, which is direct selling by phone to target consumers. Many 
organisations in the past decade have added full- and part-time staff to boost their telemarketing 
campaigns. A good example is the Hartford Whalers, who attributed part o f their 100,000 increase 
in 1987-88 attendance to successful telemarketing. A staff o f 10 worked two shifts a day, 10 hours 
in total, calling from a list o f 7,000 demographically qualified names (in terms o f income and ability 
to purchase the product). Efforts began in the late spring and continued through to opening night 
in October. As with any sound telemarketing program, the Whalers relied on a strong marketing 
information system, which provided names gathered from mail sales, telephone orders, coupons 
from newspaper adverts, and other sources'* .^
With spectator sports such as rugby, it is important that the sales manager ensure that sales appeal 
reaches all potential ticket buyers; therefore, different types o f selling functions must be 
constructed. For example, there should be someone in charge o f corporation sales, and in the 
selling to the corporations the salesperson must stress the benefits to the firm o f purchasing such 
things as entertaining clients, gaining tax breaks and contributing to the community, to name but a 
few. It is also important that the club continually strives to find new corporate clients, and it should
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contact both large and small firms.
Group selling is also important. This includes sales to youth clubs, schools, YMCA and unions. 
These sales may include discount tickets, pictures o f players and recognition on the scoreboard or 
over the public address system. These are all benefits that the salesperson must stress in selling to 
these groups.
One o f the most publicised successfiil group-selling schemes that has been used in rugby over the 
past few seasons is the ‘Cashback’ scheme used at Saracens. This is often described by Saracens as 
“an innovative new initiative working with local organisations to help them achieve their 
objectives”'*^ .
The method used for the ‘cashback,’ scheme is relatively simple. These organisations take a block 
o f tickets for a Saracens home game, they sell these tickets at full price, offering a ‘free kids’ ticket 
with each purchase and Saracens will provide ‘cashback,’ to them of 50% o f the sales.
Since the launch in November 1997, Saracens boast that the scheme has now been able to donate 
over £110,000 back into the local community. The amount given back to these groups on match 
days is in the region o f £8000 to £10000 by way o f an oversized cheque presented on the Vicarage 
Road turf by the Saracens players before a home fixture^.
Saracens have now got over 270 different organisations involved in the scheme, which includes cub 
packs, football clubs and small charities. In the season o f 1996-97, Saracens average attendance 
was 3,370. However, this has almost trebled to an average attendance o f 9,232 in the 1998-99 
season. The pinnacle o f this was for the Newcastle game Saracens, which had an attendance o f
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19,764 in the season 1997-98. (Appendix 4)
Thanks to the obvious success o f Saracens’ cashback scheme, many other sporting outfits are now 
following in their footsteps, varying from rugby clubs such as Llanelli and the Leicester Tigers, to 
football clubs such as Nottingham Forest.
Selling advertising in programmes, on tickets, and in arenas or stadiums can also add valuable 
revenue to the club. Many different sizes o f insertions or advertisements should be offered, so that 
people with varying budgets can afford some type o f advertising. Local businesses, particularly bars 
and restaurants, are very good prospects for small programme advertisements. McDonalds or 
Burger King may be willing to sponsor some form of give-away promotion on the ticket stub. 
Larger companies are more likely to buy large arena or programme ads. The sales staff must 
contact all these possible advertisers*^.
All o f these different personal selling functions must be administered efficiently and profitably, 
which is the job o f a sales manager. The responsibilities o f a sales manager vary from the 
recruitment o f good salespeople, to supervising the salesperson, and giving them direction in their 
work and evaluation.
The sales manager must evaluate if its team is doing well, factors such as the number o f sales calls, 
sales volume, account size, number o f hours worked, and relations with customers, to name just a 
few.
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6.2 Sales promotion
Sales promotions, in the form o f price or non-price tactics, are an essential part o f any sport 
organisation marketing strategy. Although research suggests that many fans are attracted to price 
discounts, price promotions can be dangerous if they cheapen the image o f the product. Price 
promotions are normally used only when the organisation is facing an elastic demand schedule.
Price elasticity o f demand can be defined as the responsiveness o f the quantity demanded for a 
commodity to changes in its price per unit. Or it can be written as the percentage change in quantity 
demanded, divided by the percentage change in price'*'*.
The theory o f demand states that the quantity demanded and price is inversely related. Therefore, 
the price elasticity o f demand is usually negative, since an increase in price will lead to a decrease in 
the quantity demanded, and vice versa.
Price elasticity o f demand is related to total revenues. Therefore, when demand is elastic, as seen in 
figure 6 below, the change in price elicits a change in total revenues in the opposite direction to the 
price change.
Figure 6 A diagram showing a perfectly elastic demand curve 
Price
Demand = Perfectly 
Curve Elastic
Output
The usefulness to the economist o f knowing the elasticity o f the demand curve is when analysing
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the effects o f shifts in supply, classifying types o f market situations and discovering the effects of 
high indirect taxes on the demand for goods.
Give-aways o f the basic product should be avoided, because they may indicate to the consumer that 
the product is not worth anything and because they can infuriate paying customers. Ideas such as 
two for the price o f one can be effective price promotions.
When a club decides to use price promotions, the main decision the club has to make is whether it 
is better to use it in a big name game (a local derby), or in a lesser fixture. A  good idea is to often 
try the promotion with both choices and determine which one increases attendance more.
Another type o f promotion is give-aways. However, the problem with give-aways is that they may 
hinder souvenir sales. Once again the club must attempt to measure how much sales these give­
aways create against how many they eliminate.
Another negative effect is that attendance is traditionally down for the event immediately following 
a promotion. If a promotion only induces people to attend one game rather than another, then it is 
not effective. This pattern indicates “cherry picking.” A  cherry picker is one who attends games 
only when there is a promotion. When the cherry picking occurs, the value o f a sales promotion is 
minimal unless the promotional item is provided free o f charge*^.
Clearly the goal o f all forms of marketing is to increase sales permanently. I f  advertising only 
induces a person to attend a single game or event, then it is a poor investment. Only when repeat 
purchases occur does advertising reap a true return.
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6.3 Increasing Attendance
In launching a new sport product, a marketeer will spend most o f his time and budget on mass 
media advertising to attract a broad market base. However, one o f the main problems that occur is 
that the marketeers forget to change their policies.
Data have shown that the more mature a sports organisation is, the lower the impact o f new 
consumers on total attendance or participation figures. This phenomenon occurs not just in terms 
o f new consumers as a percentage o f existing consumers, but in terms o f attendance fi'equencies o f 
old consumers versus new consumers. The impact o f new consumers is often minimal'*  ^ Owing to 
the high supply o f professional rugby (that is the large number o f home games in a season), there is 
a great deal o f room for increasing the attendance fi'equency o f existing supporters. However, many 
clubs have witnessed a gradual fall in attendance over the past few seasons. Llanelli, for example, 
have lost an average o f 1000 supporters at their home games per season, since the game became 
professional'*^.
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Figure 7
A verage  A n n u a l  A t te n d a n c e  a t  S t rad e y  P a r k
I
This trend in decrease in attendance has also been seen in professional football, where it was found 
that television has decreased average attendance at Premier League matches by between 5% to 
10%, which has cost the clubs collectively a conservative estimated £7 million in lost income 
anually'^.
Since the introduction o f BSkyB coverage the Sky’s audience levels have increased dramatically. In 
1996, Tony Hallet, the RFU secretary stated: “Sky’s audience levels for their Saturday afternoon 
rugby have gone up from around 100,000 to 500,000, There will be Sunday coverage o f rugby 
matches in the future and when you combine that with repeated satellite coverage there will be 
more rugby on television than evef’.
However, is this increase in viewers due to new audiences, or are they supporters who would 
normally be at the games?
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Studies o f Pittsburgh Pirates (‘Bucs’) baseball in 1978 and 1980 graphically illustrated this point. 
The data reveal that new fans do not account for the majority o f increases in attendance. For the 
Pirates, a 17% overall increase in the number o f fans attending resulted in a 57% increase in total 
attendance, quite clearly because the average number o f games attended by all fans increased by 
35%. In fact, a simple calculation indicates that just 200,000 o f the 580,000 increase in attendance 
were attributable to new fans (assuming all 1978 fans returned). O f course, it would be easy to 
assume that the ‘Bucs’ success at the game was largely due to their victories on the field. Although 
it is a lot easier to market a winning team, winning simply is not the only thing and it is not 
everything! Other factors have an equal, or sometimes bigger, impact. A  “winning is everything” 
attitude can easily become a convenient excuse for explaining away poor marketing performance"^^. 
As the Pirates data suggest, the intelligent approach to sport promotion is to bring consumers 
progressively up a gradient o f involvement and commitment. Bill Giles o f the Philadelphia Phillies 
called this the “staircase approach.” The marketeer attempts to move the fan up the stairs fi'om 
being a light user to a medium user to a heavy user"*^ . (Figure 8).
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Figure 8 The Staircase approach to sport marketing
Heavy User 
(Season Ticket holders)
Medium User
High Use
New Consumer 
Ways to increase attendance frequencies
Because light users attend at the lowest frequency level, they appear to have the greatest room for 
improvement, and thus are thought to be the easiest o f consumers to move up the escalator.
The most common strategy used for decades is to offer special promotions, such as product give­
aways (hat days, shirt days), quasi price promotions (two for one sales, half price days, or ladies 
nights) or special attractions^^.
The popularity and frequency o f use o f these techniques are testimony that they do increase 
attendance.
One o f the most common ideas used to increase attendance at rugby football grounds today is the 
two for one offer. This involves purchasing certain tickets for normal face value, but these tickets 
allow two people to enter the ground. During the 1998-99 season. Harlequins ran a two for one 
offer for six o f their home fixtures (figures are shown in the table below). By looking at the 
attendance figures for these games, we can see that there was only an above average attendance
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number for three out o f six. However, it is important to know what the attendance was for the past 
fixture, or at least the expected attendance, if we are to conclude if the scheme can be put down as 
a success or failure. (Table 1)
Table 1
Harlequins’ attendances during ‘two for one,’ ticket offer
Northampton 8,500
London Irish 7,824
Leicester 6,212
Richmond 5,217
Bedford 3,828
Wasps 4^26
There are other ways o f trying to increase the attendance of light users. Examples are theme 
promotions which ties together a number o f promotions under the same general theme, through 
which the marketeer hopes to attract repeat customers in a target audience.
One example o f this was the series o f work kit give-aways conducted by the Oakland Athletics (the 
‘A’s’). On separate dates throughout the season, the A’s offered youngsters (14 and under) 
separate pieces o f work out gear, emblazoned with insignias o f the A’s and their corporate 
sponsors. The clear objective was to keep the kids and their parents coming, to attract student 
groups, singles, or other targeted consumer segments^ \  In association with the Cashback scheme 
discussed earlier, Saracens also launched a sister project, which started at the beginning o f the 
1998-99 season. This scheme is known as ‘kitback.’
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From their research from the season 1997-98, Saracens found that a large portion o f the Cashback 
groups were often spending their money on sports equipment and kit. Therefore, they decided to 
offer the groups that instead o f opting for the cash; they could instead opt for kitback points to the 
equivalent value. When they have enough points, the group can then purchase their required 
equipment at a far more competitive price from the Saracens catalogue. Saracens say that their 
prices are more competitive due to their greater purchasing power.
When trying to increase the commitment o f a medium user one must start by offering a variety of 
products at different levels o f cost and involvement, meaning that the medium user is not forced to 
immediately jump to a high level o f commitment.
One idea is to offer half season tickets or opportunities to buy tickets for a block o f games; 
however, it is important that these midrange plans do not incite some o f the heavy users to move 
down the scale.
There is much evidence to support the fact that these offer work. For example, the Indiana Pacers 
introduced a six-game plan in 1987 to supplement their ftill-season and 18-game “Slamma- 
Jamma,”plans. The six -game plan did not siphon off “Slamma,” patrons; to the contrary, 25% of 
“Slamma,” plan holders upgraded to ftill season tickets^^.
With heavy users who are at the top o f the frequency escalator and therefore cannot be moved any 
higher, the problem is ensuring that the consumers do not move back down the escalator to a lower 
level o f user.
A very good and easy way o f trying to keep the heavy users happy is to reward loyalty. Ways o f 
doing this is to give ‘perks’ each year to members for renewing their season tickets. For example, 
each year season ticket holders could receive first choice o f improving their seat locations, maybe
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with a discount o f some sort. Other benefits are discounts in club shops, fi'ee programmes or 
discounted pre-dinner specials.
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Summary of Chapter 6
This chapter has shown how the game has become more commercialised. It has also looked at 
the issues o f projecting the club in as appropriate manner and the ways in which this has seen 
the professional rugby clubs in the UK reorganise in the way the game is marketed.
It examined the importance o f sponsorship to  clubs and how critical it is for the game’s 
survival as a professional sport. Finally it has looked at the differences sales promotions used 
and ways the club can try to increase its attendance to home fixtures.
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Chapter 7
The Future of the Game of Rugby
In 1992 it was thought that Football League clubs as a whole were between £90 and £130 million 
in debt, and possibly more. A large number o f clubs operate at a loss and some are on the verge of 
financial ruin. There appear to be few long-term solutions, but too much reliance is put on the 
benefaction o f wealthy individuals^^.
It follows that when even the English League Football seems to be facing an uncertain future either 
managerially or financially, how can the professional game o f Rugby in the UK survive?
This was painfully illustrated in recent times by the way in which Llanelli, historically one o f the 
most famous clubs in the British Isles, came close to being the first ‘thoroughbred’ to go to the 
‘knackers yard^" .^’
In the first few weeks o f October 1997, they were saved fi*om that fate only by a last desperate 
appeal by the club to their supporters to take up a share offer, which eventually yielded the 
£500,000 they required to stay in the business o f professional rugby.
After it was decided that the game would change from amateur to professional, in July 1996 
Llanelli responded by contracting players at the then market rate - but unfortunately took that from 
the higher rate in England. The result was that the club had incurred losses that it could not possibly 
sustain.
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The upshot was that within six months the assets that the club had built over the previous 125 years 
were laid to waste.
The consequence was that Stradey Park, the home o f Llanelli RFC, became the Midland Bank’s 
property, because all the club had against the £1.3 million owed to the bank, the Inland Revenue 
and player bonuses, was the ground. Thus in July o f the same year, the members were told that the 
club would die unless Stradey was sold. But, luckily, the WRU and a private investor structured a 
deal o f £1.25 million, which eventually covered the loan with a buy back option.
This money paid off the debt, but left the club at the start o f the season with no money in the bank 
and a wage structure that the club still could not afford. The share offer was the only way out^ "^ . 
After an initially slow response, the share offer was eventually taken up and the supporters invested 
varying amounts o f money, from £100 up to £1000. This money will now see Llanelli through the 
next few years. However, Ron Jones, the Llanelli Chief Executive, who himself is a successful 
businessman, has been quoted as saying that “the game in Europe is not financially sustainable at 
current salary rates and the English clubs with millionaire backers will eventually come to see its 
economic unreality. There are three financial planks - TV, membership and commercial, and the 
unreality is that the operation costs do not meet the three sources o f income^"^’.
Alex Ferguson the Manchester United Football team manager believes that there is a danger o f 
over-commercialisation, in particular with the infiation o f players salaries. He believes that there are 
already numerous Premiership football clubs in financial trouble. The influx o f TV revenues has 
gone largely in increased salaries^^
Thus it would seem logical that the professional game o f rugby union should try to learn from the 
mistakes o f professional soccer in the country. Wage bills are still one o f the major overheads clubs
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cany, and it would seem logical that after the close call seen at Llanelli RFC, and the problems it is 
causing in Premiership soccer, lessons must be learned and applied to the business o f professional 
rugby union.
This is was not an isolated occurrence, because in the summer o f 1999, Richmond and London 
Scottish were to face similar problems o f their own. As the wealthy backers became fed up with 
having to finance the financial burden o f the rugby clubs from their own pockets, they decided to 
decrease their backing. Owing to the lack of interest from other investors and very little support 
from the English RFU, both the clubs no longer exist as professional rugby teams in the English 
Premiership.
For the game to succeed as a professional outfit, numerous changes must be made, the first being a 
more structured season. There are some months during the year when Premiership teams go for 
three to four weeks without having a home fixture. This, o f course, means that money is still going 
out, but there is not much coming in, without any gate receipts, bar takings and hospitality 
packages being sold. But, more importantly, there is no continuity for the supporters. Ideally there 
should be a home game every other week for the home fans to go and watch. This maintains 
interest and gives the supporters something to think about.
However, we must remember what David Moflfat the CEO of New Zealand Rugby Union points 
out that the professional game represents only 0.1% of the people involved in rugby. The game in 
total has not gone professional. It is still the largest amateur sport in New Zealand. What they have 
is the splitting o f the Rugby Union into two. One arm looks after the amateur activities. The 
professional game generates the funds which are then, in part redistributed to the amateur game, 
which in turn secures the future o f rugby^^.
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More recently however, the prospect o f a rugby structure in England, which serves clubs, players 
and country, seems to be on the horizon. It seems that an agreement between the RFU and the 
English First Division Rugby (EFDR) is imminent over the proposed plan set out by Rob Andrew 
the former England fly half and the now Director o f Rugby at Newcastle RFC.
His plan sees the season being spit into blocks where the European Cup, league and six nations is 
played over various sections o f the season. This structure envisages ‘a Premiership properly 
marketed and structured, interwoven with the other domestic and cross border events, and with the 
Six Nations; o f a structure that includes enough matches for the clubs to earn revenue, but does not 
exhaust the players; which through club academies, sees the clubs turning out a host o f English 
qualified players^^.’
This agreement should give stability and should allow each Premiership One club to receive 
£1.8million rising to well over £2million a year. This annual sum to be given to the top clubs is 
roughly equivalent to the wage cap under which each club is supposed to operate, thus removing a 
great deal o f financial pressure on the clubs^ .^
The writer suggests that this means, that if a club cannot run a successful professional operation 
with their salary costs already funded, perhaps they should reconsider whether they should be in the 
business of professional rugby at all.
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7.1 Management Report: The critical analysis of the management and marketing strategy of a 
professional rugby club.
Procedure
The report was compiled using the following procedures:
Observation into the management concepts applied by the organisation and then relating to specific 
management theories.
Structured interviews with members o f the staff highlight working practice within the company. 
Where applicable a comparison and insight into some o f the most succesful management structures 
in the sporting industry, for example the Chicago Bulls.
History of Llanelli R.F.C
A  Mr John D Rogers first established the club in 1872. He was a young industrialist who had 
learned how to play rugby union at the famous Rugby School.
In April 1884 Llanelli played host to a touring Irish team, which had just played Wales on the 
previous Saturday. Llanelli took the field in scarlet jerseys and scarlet gold braided caps. The scarlet 
jersey became the club’s colour from then on, and Llanelli RFC is now known throughout the 
world as “The Scarlets.”
The club proudly boasts over 161 internationals and provided 12 players for British Lions teams 
and a further six for the Lions squads. The club has won the Welsh Cup ten times and, in the season 
1992/93, won the League, WRU cup and beat the World Champions Australia 13-9.
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Llanelli R.F.C. organisational analysis
A simple yet comprehensive tool to use for the analysis o f an organisation is the Mckinsey 7's 
Framework'*^ This framework is used as the underlying structure o f the management report that is 
to follow. The analysis o f the organisation with respect to the seven areas highlighted in the 
framework will show positive or negative areas within Llanelli R.F.C. Ltd.
In a study o f 62 American companies with outstandingly successful performance, the researchers 
reported that:
“any intelligent approach to organising had to encompass, and treat as interdependent, at least 
seven variables: structure, strategy, people, management style, systems and procedure, guiding 
concepts and shared values (i.e. culture), and the present and hoped for corporate strengths and 
skills. We define this idea more precisely and elaborated what come to be known as the Mckinsey 
7's Framework^*.” (Figure 9)
Figure 9: Mckinsey 7’s Framework
Structure
SystemsStrategy
Shared Values
Staff* StyleSkills
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Before classifying Llanelli R  F C. Ltd, its primary fonction and major purpose must be identified. 
The major purpose o f the company is either in the short or long term to make money as a viable 
business. This can be described as an “Economic Organisation.” However, many organisations 
serve more than just one goal, and by the very nature o f Llanelli R  F C. being a sports club, it can 
also be described as an “Associative Organisation^^”.
Structure is the pattern of relationships among positions in the organisation and among members o f 
the organisation and the co-ordination o f their activities, so they are directed towards achieving the 
goals and objectives o f the organisation. The structure defines tasks and responsibilities, work roles 
and relationships, and channels o f communication.
Structure makes possible the application o f the management and creates a fi^amework o f order and 
command through which the activities o f the organisation can be planned, organised, directed and 
controUed^^.
It is important that the structure in an organisation is good, as it affects not only productivity and 
economic efficiency, but also the morale and job satisfaction o f a workforce. Structure should be 
designed, therefore, so as to encourage the willing participation o f members o f  the organisation and 
effective organisational performance^^.
This importance o f good structure is forther highlighted by Child, when he wrote “that the 
allocation o f responsibilities, the grouping o f fonctions, decision making, co-ordination, control and 
reward - all these are fondamental requirements for the continued operation o f  an organisation. The 
quality o f an organisation’s structure will affect how well these requirements are m et^\”
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The structure o f the commercial department has undergone some small structural changes over the 
past few years, but whether these changes in structure are motivated by the quest for better 
performance or other reasons will be discussed later.
An illustration of the overall structure of Llanelli R.F.C. Ltd; (Figure 10)
ChiefExecutive Board o f Directors
Rugby Department Commercial Department
An illustration of the structure of the rugby department; (Figure 11)
Gareth Jenkins 
(Director of Rugby)
Anthony Buchanan 
(Team Manager)
‘Dai Chips’ 
(Physiotherapist)
Nigel Davies 
(Backs Coach)
Physios Doctors Anthony 
Buchanan 
(Scrummaging Coach )
Leighton
Jones
(Technical
Advisor)
The rugby department has evolved into an effective team under the direction o f Gareth Jenkins, 
enabling the effective implantation o f the organisational requirements outlined by Child above. This 
structure has only seen subtle alterations in shape and size since the beginning o f the professional 
era. This department has a lot o f contact with the directors, because Gareth Jenkins is on the Board
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ofDirectors.
It is, however, the structure o f the commercial department with which this report is most 
concerned.
An illustration of the commercial department structure; (Figure 12)
Chaiiman Directors
ChiefExecutive
Head 
o f Admin.
Financial
Controller
Receptionists General 
Admin.
Administration
PR & Marketing 
Executive
Commercial
Manager
Commercial 
Development Officer
Director
ofRugby
Sales
Executive
The need for improved efficiency and competitiveness, the demand for more participative styles o f 
management and greater involvement o f staff and developments in information technology have all 
contributed to a general movement towards ‘downsizing,’ or flatter organisation structures'^.
The figure above clearly illustrates that the commercial department could be considered as having a 
flat structure, with the advantage o f this structure thought to be savings on managerial costs and 
improved communications, which lead to a more efficient organisation.
However, when we compare the size o f Llanelli’s commercial department with that o f Saracens, 
(who are often thought to be the market leader), Llanelli is far smaller, with Saracens being over 20 
strong. Thus, it seems difficult to see how this small unit can run a company effectively. To 
answer this. Woodward’s “Task and Element Functions,” must be examined^^.
Woodward made a study to see effects o f technology on organisation structure; in it he describes 
two different types o f organisational fimctions, the task functions and the element functions which
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are essential to the success o f that organisation. Task functions are the basic activities of the 
organisation, which relate to the actual completion o f the productive process and directed towards 
specific and definable end results, and include the following:
1. The goods or services must be developed.
2. Something o f value must be created. In the case o f Llanelli R.F.C. this is the performance 
o f the team and the organisation o f the services for the supporters.
3. The product services must be marketed. They must be distributed or made available to
those who are to use them.
4. Finance is needed in order to make available the resources used in the development,
creation and distribution o f the products or services provided.
Llanelli in effect produce two products; the rugby, which the spectators come to watch, and the 
services provided by the company for the spectators. The commercial department is responsible for 
the marketing o f the product and services as well as the finance needs to develop, create and 
distribute the product. The rugby department, which is in charge o f the game that the spectators 
come to watch, performs the other tasks.
The element functions include planning, management services, public relations, quality control and 
maintenance. The commercial department performs just three o f these functions, planning, 
management services and public relations, whilst the management company or the rugby 
department is responsible for the other two.
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It is feasible then that the number o f staff in the department is sufficient to cope with the completion 
o f the tasks identified above. However, Saracens also ground share with Watford Football Club 
and enjoy many economies o f scale. With this in mind, it becomes obvious that the department is 
woefially understaffed, reducing the time spent on each o f the tasks assigned to it. The result is 
decreased efficiency in the completion o f these tasks and the performance o f the company. This 
seems to be a common occurrence throughout this chapter.
Whilst analysing the organisational strategy the report will examine the following aspects;
•  Does the company have any organisational goals or objectives?
• Is there a marketing strategy and plan in place to achieve these goals and objectives?
Organisational objectives
Llanelli RFC Ltd does have some written organisational goals and objectives, these were 
highlighted as follows.
1. To increase awareness o f Llanelli as a club, and the various services, facilities and merchandise 
the club provides.
2. To generate, or regenerate interest in games.
3. To stimulate the supporter’s desire for the range o f products and services, e.g. membership and 
Internet access.
4. To prompt the supporters to take action and actually buy into the club and the products and 
services the club offers.
In order to fulfil these functions properly, the marketing department o f the company is essential,
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and the club has developed numerous new schemes.
Rugby in the community (the McDonalds and Llanelli RFC community initiative)
The concept o f this project is fairly simple. It is aimed at the South West Wales region, particularly 
Ceredigion and Carmarthenshire. In South West Wales, there are over 300 primary and secondary 
schools and over 70 Rugby Football Clubs. With the help o f bodies, including the W.R.U., Local 
Authorities, Education Authorities and Education Establishments working in partnership, the club 
hopes to underpin rugby activities in this whole region by using the expertise and experience 
available in a co-ordinated manner.
The intention is to build partnership through schools, clubs and sporting agencies, aiming to work 
with and assist teachers/coaches and sport leaders in introducing Rugby Union to a wide base of 
young people.
The hope is that this initiative will:
1. Foster and develop grassroots participation in Rugby Union activities by young people o f both 
sexes and all abilities.
2. Allow lanes and their partners to work with and assist teachers and coaches in the introduction 
ofRugby Union into curriculum activities.
3. Use Rugby Union and the international profile of Llanelli as a vehicle to promote positive 
lifestyle messages and social issues to the young people o f South West Wales.
4. Allow Llanelli R F  C. to work in partnership with the WRU and County Agencies to support the 
sport.
Llanelli believes that each element of this initiative will endorse and reinforce the ethos promoted in 
schools regarding discipline, good behaviour and achievement. This will be supplemented with the
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provision o f top quality coaching throughout.
The above scheme also happens to bring new commercial opportunities to the club. N ot only will it 
make an association between the children in the area and the players and, more importantly, the 
club, but it also allows Llanelli RFC to engage in favourable ticket sale schemes, linked to the 
community initiative project, for Llanelli home games.
By forming a relationship with the pupils in their formative rugby years, the rugby club then goes 
some way to creating a new base o f supporters. This is a principle that is indicative o f “one to one” 
marketing. One to one marketing is described as focusing your (marketing) efforts on share of 
customer, not market share. By creating a lasting memory with the children through the schools 
there is the opportunity to create lifetime fans^ "^ .
This is as important as in football clubs; most o f their income is derived from their supporters, 
through both gate receipts and through merchandising sales. Keeping the fans happy and finding 
new supporters is therefore an important objective o f a football club^^
Cashback scheme
The cashback scheme was launched last season and is a similar scheme to that described earlier in 
association with Saracens RFC.
The formation o f a direct personal relationship with the leader o f each unit is vital. The Saracens 
cashback co-ordinator was quoted in an informal meeting as saying;
“I know every site leader by the sound o f their voice, and we have 180 sites all over the South o f 
England.”
This can also be described as one to one marketing. Instead o f using media to expose your target
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audience to your message, think o f having a conversation with each o f your customers. The future 
o f dialogue is similar to direct-response marketing-in reverse. The customer will direct, and the 
marketer will respond, one customer at a time^^.
For the cashback scheme to be a success, it needs time and money to be spent in its development. 
Since the scheme has already been developed by Saracens, it was felt that extensive/expensive 
market research was not required to determine if the scheme would work and who the target 
market was.
In the planning stage o f the scheme, a meeting was organised in which the set-up and running o f the 
Saracens cashback scheme could be observed. Once this meeting had taken place and been 
analysed, areas o f improvement were highlighted. The improvements to be made were as follows:
• Improvements in the packaging o f the literature and the creation o f advice packs to be sent to 
each unit.
• Greater incentives for the unit which raises the most money for their specific cause (and of 
course, the rugby club).
• Improved coverage o f the cashback scheme in the match day programme, with the allocation o f 
a page to the scheme and a page dedicated to the charity o f the week supported by a particular 
unit.
With the relaunch o f the scheme this season, Llanelli have made some changes fi’om the pilot run 
last season. The three points mentioned above have all been used by Llanelli this season. They have 
improved the packaging o f the literature; by putting the information on colourful glazed leaflets, 
instead o f just normal headed paper that they used last year.
They have created new incentives by allowing the unit that raises the most money to have a chance
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to invite two players o f their choice to come and make an appearance or give a coaching session at 
their club or school.
Lastly, the club has allowed a fiill page to be used entirely for advertising the cashback at eveiy 
home game. In fact, they have taken this a step further and advertised it on their website and 
newsletter.
The Problem
Although the above changes have been made, there are still some major areas that need to be 
improved if the success seen at Saracens will be seen at Llanelli. For example, the printers the club 
uses are based in Bristol, which is over an hour drive away from the club. This has meant that the 
process o f printing the leaflets has been slow.
There is also the lack o f any database of contacts and addresses available on disk that can be used 
and printed out for a mass mail. Instead the club had to hand write the addresses, as time was 
becoming a problem.
Lastly and more importantly, the club has only one person on a part-time basis working on this 
project which, when associated with the points mentioned above, makes progress very slow.
Though the relaunch o f the scheme has only been running properly for around a month, Llanelli has 
come across a similar problems that London Scottish was faced with during their last season of 
existence as a professional outfit. This is that from a mass mailing, the response is often small and 
often slow, as many organisations that are approached have the motivation needed on their part to 
make the scheme work for both parties. This may have been the case with the Saracens scheme but 
with their three strong, full-time cashback team, the number o f organisations approached was
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probably greater in the first place.
Management structure
It is said that managerial style can be as important as management competence. The general 
movement towards fiatter organisation structures, fiexible working and greater employee 
involvement, places greater emphasis on an integrating rather than a traditional controlling style of 
management^^.
The Chicago Bulls believe that the vice president should be given a great deal o f leeway, a great 
deal o f independence, responsibility and jurisdiction. They believe that the organisation should not 
contain many layers, and when an answer is needed, the employee can go straight to the person 
who can give he or she the answer without any difficulty, this leading to a quick and efficient 
decisional
One effective method for describing and evaluating a management style is the Blake and Mouton 
Leadership Grid. By using the knowledge gained during my work at the club, the Blake and Mould 
Leadership Grid can be applied to describe the style o f management used.
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Figure 13
An illustration describing the managerial style of Llanelli R.F.C. Ltd; (Figure 13)
High 9
Concern for 
People
* Llanelli
Low 1 Concern for Production High 9
They efifectiveness o f a management style is also dependant on the leader meeting the three areas of
needs shown below as Adair’s balls^*. (Figure 14)
Figure 14 Adairs Balls
Team Maintenanci 
Needs
Task
Needs
Individual
Needs
The complete integration and balance o f needs is the ideal objective for the leaders shown in the
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overlapping o f the balls above. An autocratic management style often results in the task functions 
being met, but this is often to the detriment of the individuals and the team functions. By neglecting 
this balance it often reduces the efiectiveness of the organisation^^.
Measurements of Effectiveness
There are three main factors that can be used to assess managerial efiectiveness. These are;
1. The strength o f motivation and morale o f staff
2. The success o f their training and development
3. The creation o f an organisational environment in which staff work willingly and effectively
These factors may be measured by the level o f staff turnover and accuracy o f work carried out by 
the department, measured by the recorded number o f error level o f complaints received from other 
departments, clients, suppliers and the public, keeping within agreed cost or budgetary control 
limits.
Level o f staff turnover;
Since the commercial department is small, the staff turnover can only be small. Only one staff 
member has left the organisation in the last five years. However it is felt that for a company to be 
successful, there must be continuity and stability in the work force. This is emphasised by Irwin 
Mandel who is the Vice President o f Financial and Legal at Bulls. He notes that the stability o f the 
staff is vital to the Bull’s success. Most o f their staff have been at the Bull’s for twenty or twenty 
five years. The ticket manger has been there for about twenty years, whilst there marketing vice 
president and sales director have been there for thirteen years^^.
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This is also highlighted in the success o f the American football team, the San Francisco 49ers, who 
are the most successful franchise in the National Football League (NFL). They unquestionably 
believe that the stability and continuity o f the 49ers staff has enabled the 49ers create the future^\
Accuracy o f work:
This is difficult to quantify, as there is little or no quality control within the department, hence no 
recorded incidences o f errors. However, there have been some small errors made since the season 
started. For example, during the pre-match entertainment before a home fixture, the music played 
over the loudspeaker for a pop group to sing/mime along to, was played at the incorrect level, thus 
making the pre-match entertainment nonsensical.
Levels o f complaints:
Once again this is difficult to quantify, as no records o f complaints are kept. If  you never hear a 
complaint, that should be cause for concern, not self-congratulation^^.
Keeping within the budgets:
Keeping within the budget set by the directors, pose no real problems for the commercial manager, 
as no budget has been set!
Although these factors only give an idea as to the effectiveness o f a managerial style in the work 
place, they indicate that Llanelli’s management style is reasonably effective, though there is room 
for improvement. The first step, in my view, is to give the commercial manager a marketing 
budget, which he can distribute according to the perceived priorities in the marketing place.
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Shared values
Without exception, the dominance and coherence o f the culture proved to be an essential quality o f 
the excellent companies. Moreover, the stronger the culture and the more it was directed to the 
marketplace, the less need there was for policy manuals, organisational charts or detailed 
procedures and rules. In these companies, people down the line know what they are supposed to 
do in most situations because the handful o f guiding values is crystal clear^^.
Staff
In business generally, it has become popular for managers to refer to their workforce as ‘their 
greatest asset’. Evidence suggests more and more that a company’s workforce is indeed becoming 
an increasingly important factor in co-operate success "^*.
Thus it is thought that a strong organisational, people centred culture, with the right leadership, can 
result in an employee defining the boundaries o f his/her own job. In other words, they create their 
own niche within the organisation. An example o f this is Richard Branson’s Virgin Company. 
When it advertises for new staff, the company highlights the fact that there is no job description. 
With the right support and organisational culture directing “the way we do things here,” this 
approach has proved effective.
With good people you let them do their job. Give them an overall philosophy. Then you give them 
the ball and you let them run with it^ .^
Similarly Llanelli, although not consciously adopting this approach, does not supply detailed job 
descriptions to its new employees. As was suggested earlier, this can work given the right 
organisational culture and managerial support. Unfortunately, Llanelli is unable, for several reasons,
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to supply these ideals for its staff.
The management style and organisational structure o f the company are such that little emphasis is 
placed on the importance o f the commercial department’s staff. This is reflected in the relaxed 
attitude towards staff services and support. Llanelli does not supply its staff with job descriptions 
or employee handbooks describing company policies with respect to aspects such as training and 
education, holidays and annual leave, absence, sickness and health and safety at work.
When looking to recruit, Keith Brown, Senior Director o f Sales at the Chicago Bulls, believes that 
apart from a small number o f positions where specific skills are required, only interns are hired- 
college graduates, who if lucky, might be considered for one o f the few fiall-time positions that may 
become vacant or be newly created. The business is currently built around a cadre o f well- 
established people who collectively set the entry criteria for those lucky enough to be considered as 
employment prospects^^.
He takes this further by saying that the staff has grown with the organisation, and that the 
experience and consistency certainly contributes a tremendous amount to business success that the 
Bulls have enjoyed. When they hire they look for good people o f good character who are happy 
and are fun to be with. They will be intelligent, hard working, enthusiastic, and willing to learn the 
business from the bottom up. The have to be good solid citizens with a strong sense o f humour and 
a great work ethic. Those intangibles are every bit, if not more important, than job skills. Chemistry 
too, has an awful lot to do with success o f this community^^.
Systems and procedures
Thus far, the lack o f systems and procedures adopted by the company has been highlighted. There 
are, however, positive attributes, which should also be acknowledged.
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Skills and strengths
When talking to the PR and Marketing Executive at the club, she thought the strengths and 
weaknesses could be sub-divided into five categories; (Table 2)
Some o f the jobs are still undertaken by individuals left over fi-om the amateur era; their roles within 
the club need to be assessed. Secretarial support needs to be increased.
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Table 2
STRENGTHS W EAKNESS
Possibilities o f friture investment 
would enable growth throughout 
the organisation.
Well established markets, most 
Scarlet supporters remain loyal 
potential for expansion into 
other market segments.
Existing materials relatively 
good, e.g. programme, and 
advertising fryers etc.
New phone system recently 
installed.
Access to computer equipment, 
though limited.
Good employee base, great 
potential for productive team
This investment is not yet in 
place, so all ideas related 
to this a re , at this stage 
purely theoretical.
Heavy reliance on existing 
supporters, market is getting 
older, need to look out new 
areas to develop.
Location o f printers makes 
liaison and communication 
difficult for proof reading 
and checking layout. Although 
the programme has improved 
considerably since SPP have 
taken over, there is still room for 
improvement.
Outdated, unsuitable equipment, 
needs to be updated in order to 
keep up with change and enable 
better communications internally.
Definitions o f roles not clear 
enough, consequently some over­
lap o f duties which is a waste o f 
time and efifort.
To take this a step further and do a SWOT analysis o f Llanelli RFC Ltd, what would be found?: 
Strengths
• A strong and loyal support base, most o f which are members.
• Heritage
• Large car parking space
• People associate Llanelli as the Welsh speaking club in Wales
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Weakness
•  Ground only used by Llanelli RFC for rugby purposes
• No hospitality boxes
• Location -  not easily accessible by rail or bus service
• Programme publishers are over one and half hours away
• There are still numerous roles at the club run by volunteers left over fi*om amateur days
Opportunities
•  Increase o f sponsorship
• Lottery and Objective one (European) grants
•  Welsh rugby on a high after national team’s success
Threats
•  Other Premiership clubs very close by e.g. Swansea, Neath
• New sports becoming fashionable and popular e.g. ice hockey, basketball
•  Strong, loyal supporter base are getting older
Using the information collected in this report, there are recommendations that can be made to help 
improve the position of Llanelli RFC Ltd in its marketing.
The SWOT analysis highlighted areas o f concern and benefit. This can now be applied to;
i. Minimise weaknesses and maximise strengths
ii. Minimise threats and maximise opportunities.
One area o f concern is the high portion o f the regular support base that is over the age o f 55. This, 
however, can be transferred into a strength, by using these members to market the club by asking
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them to firstly actively try and recruit new members and supporters. By doing this one could offer 
discounts or new privileges to the member who brings in a new supporter. And secondly the club 
could follow a similar idea that was discussed in Chapter 6, where the club would ask its present 
season ticket holders and patrons to give them names and addresses o f say three people whom they 
think may be interested in becoming a member. In return for this information, a small discount or 
fi'ee gift could be given to the member. This has the obvious benefit o f increasing the club’s data 
base, but more importantly when mailing information it is not a shot in the dark, thus hopeftilly the 
club will see a similar response to what the cosmetic company saw in chapter 6.
It is often thought that Llanelli has the association o f being the “Welsh” speaking club in Wales, and 
this was further enhanced by the data collected in the questionnaire, where a percentage said that 
the reputation o f being “very Welsh” is regarded as important.
This could be used as a marketing policy to differentiate Llanelli RFC Ltd fi-om other Premiership 
clubs that are geographically near to the ground and thus could be competing for the same new or 
old supporters.
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Summary of Chapter 7
This chapter sees the author discuss the future o f the game and ask the question can the game 
o f professional rugby football survive in the UK in its present form? It also discusses some o f 
the problems that have already faced many famous Premiership rugby clubs and made some 
comparisons to the game o f  soccer in the UK.
Finally its presents a case study o f one o f the most famous and successfiil sides in the world, 
by critically analysing the management and marketing strategy o f  the club.
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Chapter 8
How can the marketing of Llanelli RFC Ltd in the new professional 
environment be improved? A pilot questionnaire. 
8.1 Aims and Objectives
Many difficulties facing Rugby Union clubs in the transition from changing from amateur to 
professional status have been identified. Also, a SWOT analysis has suggested that there may be 
opportunities to eliminate weaknesses and develop strengths in the Llanelli RFC Ltd management 
system. However, it was felt that there was a need to quantify the perceptions o f the supporters, 
with a view to establishing a more concrete foundation for the club’s future development. 
Consequently, it was decided to embark on an attempt to seek information on what the ordinary 
Llanelli supporter i.e. the customer, perceived o f the club and its products.
On the 8th o f March 1997, Sports Marketing Surveys Ltd. carried out a spectator survey in the 
game between London Scottish and Richmond at the Richmond Athletic Ground. The declared 
aim o f the survey was to “gather actionable information via interviews with a representative sample 
o f spectators, which the two clubs could use to improve the marketing o f the clubs in the new 
professional environment.” This questionnaire (Appendix 5) was used as a basis for a similar study 
to be carried at Stradey Park, home o f Llanelli RFC.
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Methodology
In designing the questionnaire, the temptation to  ask every conceivable question was resisted. 
An overlong questionnaire would not only be tiring and time-consuming for interviewer and 
interviewee, but would also increase the risk o f unreliability. Therefore, an attempt was made 
to make the questions clear and unambiguous. The majority o f the questions were closed, 
restricting possible answers, which would make easier the process o f data computer analysis. 
However, the open questions were an attempt to get more detailed in-depth information. 
Finally, the design was such that it made entry into the computer fairly straightforward, with 
each answer, except those o f  the open questions, given a number code.
It was realistic to  perceive that the social and economic background o f  the “paying public” in 
West Wales would be considerably different from that o f  W est London and, consequently, 
modifications to  the Llanelli questionnaire were made accordingly. (Appendix 6). Also, it has 
already been suggested that the “Welshness,” o f the club was an important factor and this was 
to be tested. The questionnaire that was devised was made up o f a mixture o f self-completion 
dichotomous, multiple choice and open-ended questions combined with a face to  face interview. 
The modified questionnaire was piloted on members o f staff o f Llanelli RFC, fiiends and casual 
callers at the club. The two interviewers and a supervisor who were to be used as the questioners, 
were involved at this stage, in order to establish a common approach and minimise interviewer bias. 
As a result o f the pilot, which involved fifteen interviewees, some minor modifications were made 
to the questionnaire design. The Microsoft Access database was used to design the questionnaire 
and two hundred and ten copies were produced. The data were collected as ‘hard copy,’ and 
would be subsequently entered on to the computerised database. Data analysis would be by using 
Access and Microsoft Excel.
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On the 18* o f December 1999, Llanelli RFC played Ulster in the pool stage o f the European Cup. 
A large crowd was expected, the vast majority o f whom would be Llanelli supporters. The two 
interviewers and a supervisor arrived at the ground at 1.00pm. The interviewers carried out 
interviews with spectators prior to them taking their seats. In order to randomise selection, 
interviewers were stationed at suitable points in the ground to obtain a representative cross section 
o f the spectators. This cross section included:
• Llanelli patrons
•  Llanelli season ticket holders
•  Regular Llanelli supporters
•  Regular rugby supporters
• Ulster supporters
In the event, December the 18* 1999 turned out to be an extremely wet, windy and cold day and 
the attendance (3,200) was considerably lower than anticipated. Moreover, the weather made it 
extremely difficult to pin down the generally amenable Llanelli supporter, especially on wet, windy 
and cold terraces. It is also probable that a significant number o f casual supporters stayed away 
because o f the conditions, a view that was reinforced by the almost empty terraces. In an attempt 
to improve the response rate there was an announcement over the public address system and there 
was also a questionnaire that was the same used in the face to face interviewing, placed in the 
middle section o f the programme. Completed questionnaires were left behind the bars, at reception 
or to the interviewers on the way out. Despite the difficulties, 102 questionnaires were returned 
most o f them complete.
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Results
Question 1 : How much time did it take to get to Stradey Park?
It can bee seen that the vast majority (87%) lived within an hour o f Stradey Park, with 50% 
living less than half an hour away. (Figure 15)
Figure 15
Tim es to G round
1 1 /2 -2  hr
2h r +
1 -11/2hr
1 /2-1  hr
1/2 hr 
50%
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Question 2: What were the spectator types? (Patron, season ticket holder, regular Llanelli
supporter, other club supporter or just rugby fan.) The majority o f those questioned were either 
season ticket holders or patrons. (Figure 16)
Figure 16
Type of Spectator
Regular Other 
15%
Regular
Patron
3^
Season
35%
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Question 3 : Are you an ex-player, current player or have you never played rugby? Whilst
the majority o f spectators had played the game, it was interesting to note that 32% had never 
played. However, the vast majority o f the ‘never played,’ group was female, (90%). (Figure 
17)
Figure 17
Rugby Playing History
N ever Played  
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37%
Current Player 
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Question 4a: H ow  frequently do you attend Llanelli games? M ore than half (52%) watched 
more than fifteen games in a season, whereas 24% watched less than five games. Thirty-nine 
men and 13 women watched more than 15 games in a season. Sixteen men and five women 
watched fewer than five games in a season. (Figure 18)
Figure 18
N o s  o f  L la n e l l i  G a m e s  A t t e n d e d  p e r  S e a s o n
E31-5 g a m e s  
0 6 - 1 0  g a m e s
□  11-15 g a m e s
□  > 1 5  g a m e s
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Question 4b; H ow frequently do you attend other games? Forty-four spectators (43%), 
attended fewer than five other games a season, but 23 (22.5%), attended more than 15 other 
games in a season. (Figure 19)
Figure 19
Nos. Non-LIanelli Games Attended in a Season
6-10 11-15
Number o f Games
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Question 5: How long have you been a regular Llanelli watcher? Twenty-five spectators
(24.5%) had been watching Llanelli for less than one year and 39 spectators (38.2%) for more 
than ten years. (Figure 20)
Figure 20 No of  Years Attending Llanelli Matches
I Year 1 to 5 years 6 to 10 year More than 10 years
Years
Question 6: Which o f  the following members o f your family play rugby? M ost people
(61%) had a rugby player in the family. The majority (25%) said their father had played 
rugby, with 21% and 17% brother and son respectively.
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Question 7; Would you be in favour o f a 12-minute half-time interval? A  small majority 
(54%), wanted to increase the half-time interval to 12 minutes.
Question 8: How do you rate the facilities at Stradey Park? (Figure 21) On the whole, ground
access, car parking and viewing scored quite well, but the catering facilities scored badly and the 
bar facilities were disappointing. (It is worth noting at this stage that in the interviews, the poor 
toilet facilities, for the ladies, were the most common complaint hy far.)
Figure 21 Facilities
70-1
Qround Access Car Parking Seating/Viewing Catering Bars Value for M oney
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Question 9: If we are to improve our facilities and services for spectators, how important
would you consider these initiatives? The improvements that spectators would particularly 
like, included better bar and food availability. (Figure 22) Also, there was a demand for pre 
match entertainment. Video arcade and crèche facilities did not score highly.
Figure 22
Facilities and Services
Better Bars Better Food Better Stands/seats Creche Video Arcade Pre Match
Entertainment
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Question 10; Which drinks would you be most likely to buy? Drinks consumption was not 
high, with little demand for any single drink. (Figure 23)
Figure 23
Drinks
9 0 - |
8 0 -  
7 0 -  
6 0 -  
5 0 - 
4 0 -  
3 0 -  
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10 -
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Question 11: If  a variety o f foods were available, which ones (if any) would you buy? Food was 
not given a high priority, though there was some demand for hot pies/pig roast. (Figure 24)
Figure 24
Food
Buiger/Hot Dog Hot Pie/Pig roast Jacket Potatoes Vegetarian
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Questions 12 and 13: Would you like drinks/food brought to  the seating area? A substantial 
majority, 74, (73%) wanted drinks brought to  their seats and 64, (63%) food.
Questions 14 and 15: I f  there were a sports bar available all week, how likely and when most 
likely, would you visit? Sixty-seven people, (66%), had no interest in a non-match day bar, 
with only 10% very likely to attend such a facility.
Question 16 and 17: These questions were regarding current and proposed membership 
initiatives. Though the majority o f those interviewed (71%), were already members or 
patrons, only six o f the remainder were likely to become members if there were more benefits 
or privileges for members. Twenty-one spectators, i.e. 20% o f the whole, had no interest in 
joining the club. Consequently, only nine people answered the question on cost o f 
membership.
Question 18: What improvements would make your visit more enjoyable? Twenty-seven o f 
the 29 ladies, complained about the toilets. The other two main remarks were for 
improvements in catering facilities and more pre-match entertainment.
Question 19: What is your gender? Twenty-nine o f  those interviewed were female.
Question 20: How many children do you have? Sixty-four o f those interviewed were 
parents, one having five children, two four children, 11, three children, 36, two children and 
14 one child.
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Question 21 : How old are you? Figure 25 demonstrates the age ranges o f the spectators.
Figure 25
Age Ranges o f Spectators
55-64
25-34
45-54
35-44
®<18 
B 18-24 
:: 25-34 
35-44 
B 45-54 
55-64 
B>65
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Question 22: What is your occupation? There was a wide variety, which included farmers, 
doctors, businessmen and manual workers.
Question 23: Llanelli has the reputation o f being a very Welsh club. H ow  important do you 
regard this? This was perceived by the spectators as being o f  overwhelming importance, with 
70% perceiving it as very important and another 24% as being important. (Figure 26)
Figure 26
Im p ortan ce  o f  'W elshness,' o f  L lan elli R F C
Jmmportant 
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Question 24: What is your postcode? The response to this question was fragmented and difficult
to interpret. However, it appeared that whilst the majority o f supporters exhibited a local (SA) 
postcode, there was evidence o f support from areas as far away as Cardiff and Ceredigion. Could 
this be because o f the association o f the club as being the ‘Welsh’ club in Wales?
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10.3 Summary of Results 
Spectator Profile
♦ 72% o f spectators were male.
♦ the main age groups attending the game were the 25 -3  4s (30%) and 55 - 64s (28%)
♦ 36% o f the spectators were patrons and 35% being season ticket holders.
♦ The spectators were fairly evenly distributed between ex rugby players, current rugby players 
and never played.
♦ 51% of the spectators attended more than 15 games per season at Llanelli RFC.
♦ The association o f the club with ‘Welshness’ is extremely important to nearly all spectators, 
f  3 8% have been attending the club rugby matches for more than ten years.
The facilities and future initiatives
■ With regards to the facilities, the seating/viewing at the ground was rated the highest.
■ Then main problem areas were the catering bars
■ The future initiatives, which were favoured the most, were better bars, food and more pre­
match entertainment.
■ From a choice o f drinks the spectators were more likely to buy tea, coffee and lager.
■ Hot pies/and pig roasts were the most likely to be purchased followed by burger/hotdogs.
■ Seventy four per cent would like drinks brought to their seat and 63%, food
■ Fifty four percent said they would be in favour o f a 12 minute break at half time
■ there was little interest in a non match day sports bar 
The main improvements required by the spectators were;
♦ to improve the ladies toilets
■ better catering
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■ more pre-match entertainment 
Discussion
The weather conditions made the information gathering exercise considerably more difficult 
than was anticipated. However, given that time restriction and the small number o f 
interviewers, a total o f 102 responses, with a majority o f question completely answered, was 
deemed extremely satisfactory. It is, nevertheless, appropriate to be critical o f the approach 
and the results o f the questionnaire:
•  Despite the pilot exercise to standardise the interviewer approach, there was room for 
systematic error. These included observer and responder errors.
• Bias was also a possibility, but the closed questions minimised this.
• In order to be more scientifically robust, every tenth or twentieth spectator for example, 
should have been interviewed. However, it was felt quite impractical to  rigidly randomise 
the interviewees, and the approach was largely opportunistic.
• The power o f  any study is also related to numbers. Whilst a total number o f  102, in a 
crowd o f 3,200, is not large, it was what was achievable under the circumstances and in 
order to increase numbers, would involve a substantial increase in resource, particularly 
interviewer numbers.
•  Finally, there was a risk o f  a confounding. This was particularly true in the context o f 
gender. Ladies, for example, contributed significantly to the ‘never played rugby,’ and 
‘poor toilet facilities,’ categories. Perhaps more importantly, there was the impression that 
the ladies had a desire to talk more, which may have had an effect on the open-question 
answers.
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There were also some positive points:
• The validity o f the questionnaire - was it measuring what it was purported to measure - 
was difficult to quantify, but, it was largely based on a tried, tested and accepted 
questionnaire, which had been deemed trustworthy.
• The reliability or repeatability o f  the questionnaire was minimised by standardising the 
interviewer approach.
• The study was carried out on ‘real,’ people in the appropriate surroundings.
With the small numbers, especially with the non-randomness, the 95% confidence intervals for the 
results o f this questionnaire would be wide. In other words, if the questionnaire were repeated a 
hundred times, the results o f each question would show considerable variation. Consequently, it 
would be inappropriate to invest large sums o f money to improve the bar facilities, establish a 
waiter service and have expensive pre-match entertainment based on this evidence. However, the 
strength o f evidence for maintaining the ‘Welshness,’ o f the club (94%), and improve the ladies 
toilets (94%), is irrefutable.
It is up to the Llanelli board to decide whether it is worth repeating the questionnaire on a larger 
scale, which would involve considerably more resource input.
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Summary of Chapter 8
This chapter takes the contents o f chapter four a step further, by looking at ways Llanelli 
Rugby Club could gather useful information that could possibly be used in future marketing 
initiatives.
It explains the objectives o f the questionnaire, the methodology used and finally the author 
presents the results through the use o f diagrams, bar graphs and pie charts.
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Chapter 9 
Conclusion
There is no question that marketing will play a major role in the future o f professional Rugby 
Union. Since the game turned professional five years ago, it has seen many clubs disappear due to 
the economics o f costs being substantially higher than revenue.
However this will not change overnight, without the investment in the selling o f the club both on, 
and as importantly off the pitch. Many clubs talk about the low attendance levels, but this will not 
change unless the clubs actively go out and attract new interest and support. The problem is that 
there is a need for some short-term large investments, which will hopefully lead to some return in 
the long term.
During the transition fi'om amateurism to professionalism, the clubs in the rush to sign ‘big names,’ 
and strengthen their squads have forgotten about the backbone o f any club and that is their 
supporters. The clubs, whilst increasing ticket costs, without necessarily carrying out any 
improvements to the facilities, entertainment and the standard o f the game, has often disillusioned 
these supporters.
So where did rugby go wrong? First and foremost, nobody at any level managed the transition to 
the professional game. Many o f the clubs felt that paying the players, raising the ticket prices and 
putting the club on the television, was all that was required. No one marketed the “new,” product 
to the existing or potential customers. ‘No matter whether you are selling baked beans, cars or a 
leisure activity, such as rugby, the customer is KING. If  you don’t meet their needs or 
differentiated your offering significantly fi'om you’re competitors your product will struggle and 
ultimately fail. In the rush for the pound the customers needs were left behind^^’
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Marketing rugby is now the ‘in,’ thing; the buzzword in committee rooms up and down the 
country. However, most o f what we see is merchandising not marketing. Do rugby consumers 
want plates and towels with the club logo on? Has anybody bothered to find out why the lapsed 
rugby fan was not coming out to watch a quality rugby match? The lack o f terrestrial television 
coverage is absolutely not the reason^^.
This question was evident at Llanelli RFC, where over the past four years they have seen there 
average season gate attendance fall by an average of a thousand per year. Though this was o f great 
concern to the club, not at any stage did they actively go out and research into the reason o f why 
this was occurring. It is interesting, that this is the first actual survey o f a sample o f the supporters 
on their opinions on the club and its facilities. As mentioned in earlier chapters, information is key. 
How can a club make changes to improve its facilities, if it does not know what their supporters 
want improving? They are, at the end o f the day, the consumers o f the product and if the changes 
made don’t improve the product in the way the consumers want, then the demand for the product 
will not change.
Therefore the success or survival o f a club depends on the ability o f its management to plan 
effectively. History has shown that many clubs have had to hit bottom before they act. Every area 
o f the operation needs a marketing led approach, with the challenges facing each club is initially, to 
survive and concurrently try to build and eventually become competitive, in what is an increasingly 
competitive environment. This environment does not only include rugby clubs. It also consists o f 
any leisure industry such as football clubs, health clubs, pubs etc, whom are all competing for the 
disposable part o f income that the consumer spends on leisure.
This involves exploiting every opportunity to maximise income and to utilise fully any openings that
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are available. But just having your shout heard above the clamour, is clearly inferior to your 
ultimate goal as a business -  the final purpose o f all marketing activity - ,  which is to generate sales 
and loyal customers^^. How well the club does this will eventually be the deciding factor for 
whether they survive or not in this professional environment.
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Summary of Chapter 9
The author has tried to summarise the thesis and give his personal views on the way forward 
for the professional game o f rugby in the UK today.
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Results
I - n  I n C-fz) j I .4L, w-
N um ber of Y oungsters -  4 6 ,0 2 0  th ro u g h  program m e since 
Septem ber 1997
School visits -  3 1 0  school visits 
C lub visits -  66 club visits
Holiday Rugby C am ps -  2 2  school holiday rugby cam ps
Coach & T eacher E ducation  -  13  coach education  events
C oaches, A dults & T eachers -  4 ,0 6 7  coaches & teachers  
involved in  education  program m e
G round T ours -  3 0  to u rs  of th e  s tad iu m  by clubs & schools
Schools & C lub Festivals -  2 6  festivals involving schools & 
clubs
S aracens Player v isits -  3 1 1  visits in  th e  com m unity  by 
S aracens players
April 1999
H 3
LLANELLI V ULSTER; SPECTATOR SURVEY
Q1 How long did it take you to get to the club? 
(Tick one);
1/2 hour
1/2 hour - 1 hour 
1 hour - 1.5 hours 
1.5 hours - 2 hours 
More than 2 hours
Help us im prove ou r ground and club facilities
Q2 Are you a (Tick one);
Llanelli RFC patron 
Llanelli RFC season ticket hole 
Regular Llanelli spectator 
Regular other club spectator 
Regular rugby fan
Q3 What is your rugby history? (Tick one); Q4a In a season, how frequently do you atten
Llanelli games? (Tick one):
Ex-Player 
Current Player 
Never Played Rugby
I-5 games 
6-10 games
II-15 games .
More than 15 games
Q4b In the season how frequently do^ou Q5 How long have you been attending Llanel
attend other games? (Tick one); rugby matches? (Tick one);
I-5 games 
6-10 games
II-15 games
More than 15 games
1 year 
1- 5 years 
5 — 10 years 
More than 10 years
Q6 WTiich of the following members of your Q7 Would you be in favour of a 12 minute bre 
family play rugby? (Tick as many as apply); at half time? (Tick one);
Father
Brother
Son
None
Mother
Sister
Daughter
Yes No
Q8 How do you rate the following facilities here at Stradey Park?
V. Good Good Fair Poor V. Poor
Access to the Ground
Car Parking
Seating/Viewing
Catering
Bars
Value for Money
Q9 Next season if we in tend  to improve our facilities and services for spectators, you can
help by telling us how im portant you consider the following initiatives:
V.
Important
Important No Strong 
Feelings
Unimportant V.
Unimportant
Better Bars
Better Food
Better Stands/Seating
Creche Facility
Video Arcade
More Pre Match 
Entertainment
QIO Which of the following drinks would you be most likely to buy?
V. Likely Likely Not Likely
Beer
Lager
Stout
Wine
Spirits
Cider
Hot Soup
Coffee
Tea
Q ll  If the following food was served, how likely would you be to buy it?
V. Likely likely Not Likely
Burger and Hot 
Dog
Hot Pies/Pig Roast
Jacket Potatoes
Vegetarian
Thai/'Chinese
Q12 Would you like food brought to you in the 
in the seating area?
Yes No
Q13 Would you like drinks brought to 
in the seating area?
Yes No
Q14 If there were a Sports Bar at the ground open all day and evening, seven days a week 
how likely would you be to visit?
Very Likely Fairly Likely Not Likely
Q 15 If yes, when would you be most likely to visit it?
Weekend Weekday Weekday Evening
Q16 Next season if we were intending to offer more exciting benefits and privileges for 
members, how interested would you be in becoming a member next season?
Already am a member/patron Very Likely Fairly Likely Not Likely
Q17 If not a member/patron, how interested would you be in becoming a member if 
membership cost....
Very
Interested
Fairly
Interested
Not Interested
£200
£175
£150
£125
£100
£75
£50
£25
Q18 Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the ground or the club facilities, 
which would make your visits more enjoyable?
Q19 Gender; Male Female
Q20 How manyàny children do you have? (Please enter number)
Q21 How old are you? Under 18, 18-24, 25 - 34, 35 -  44. 45 -  54, 55 - 64, Over65
Q 22 What is your occupation? (If retired, enter occupation when working e.g. retired carpenter)
Q23 Llanelli has the reputation of being a 'very W elsh/ club. Do you regard this as? 
Very important Important Neutral Unimportant V. unimportant
Q24 What is your post code?
Thank you very much for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire. Diolch yn  fawr am eich amse
If
LONDON SCOTTISH RC V RICHMOND RFC 
SPECTATOR SURVEY
Help us improve our ground and club facilities and be autom atically entered into oi 
prize draw to win a Dinner for 4 and a Rugby Shirt.
Q1 How long did it take you to get to the club? 
(Tick one box)
1/2 hour
1/2 hour -1  hour 
1 hour - 1.5 hours 
1.5 hours - 2 hours 
More than 2 hours
Q3 What is your rugby history? (Tick one 
box)
Ex-Player 
Current Player 
Never Played Rugby
bWithin the season how frequently do you 
attend Richmond games? (Tick one box)
I-5 games 
6-10 games
II-15 games
. More than 15 games
Q2 Are you a  (tick one box)
London Scottish RC member 
Richmond RFC member 
Regular London Scottish spectator 
Regular Richmond spectator 
Regular Rugby fan
Q4 aWithin the season how frequently do you atti 
London Scottish games? (Tick one box)
I-5 games 
6-10 games
II-15 games 
More than 15 games
Q5 How long have you been attending Club Rue 
Matches? (Tick one box)
1 Year
1-5 Years
More than 5 Years
Q6 Which of the following members of your 
family play rugby? (Tick as many as apply)
Father Mother
Brother Sister
Son Daughter
None
Q 7 Would you be in favour of a 12 minute break 
at half time? (Tick one box)
YesnnNo
Q8 How do you rate the following facilities here at Richmond Athletic Ground?
Access to the Ground
Car Parking
Seating/Viewing
Catering
Bars
. Value for Money
Survey : 3
Sports Marketing Surveys Ltd
Page : 1
n o  Next s e a s o n  w e  intend to im prove our facilities and  ser v ic e s  for sp ectators - s o  you can  help  by tell
us how important you consider the 
following initiatives:
Better Bars 
Better Food 
Better Stands/Seating 
Creche Facility 
Video Arcade
More Pre Match Entertainment □
y
S |  QIO Which of the following hot drinks would you be most likely to buy?
( X
Hot Whiskey Toddies 
^, Mulled Wine 
Mulled Cider 
Hot Soup 
Coffee 
Tea
Q11 If the following food was served, how likely would you be to buy it?
,v
Tex Mex
Burger and Hot Dog 
Hot Pies/Pig Roast 
Jacket Potatoes 
Vegetarian 
Thai/Chinese
012 Would you like food brought to you in the
seating area? __  _
Yes □ □ no
013 Would you like drinks brought to you in the
seating area? ^  ^
Yes □ □ no
014 if there were a Sports Bar at the ground open all day and evening, 7 days a week how likely wouk 
be to visit?
Very Likely Fairly Likely Q
015 When would you be most likely to visit it? 
Weekend [ ]  Weekday Q
Not Likely Q
Weekday Evening HH
016 Next season, we are intending to not only offer lots of exciting benefits and privileges for member 
also a club lounge bar, special events and discounts. How interested would you be in becoming 
member next season?
Already am a member [ ]
Survey : 3
Very Likely Q  Fairly Likely Q  Not Likely
Page : 2
Sports Marketing Surveys Ltd
Q17 How interested would you be in becoming a member if membership cost 
Very Interested Fairly Interested Not Interested
£75 
£55 
£35 
£25 
£20 
£15
£10 c
£5
Q18 Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the ground or the club facilities which would mak 
your visits more enjoyable?
Q19 Gender
Male Female □□
Q20 How many children do you have? 
Please enter number. ‘
Q21 How old are you? 
Please tick box
Under 18 
18-24 
25-34 
34-44
45-54 
55-64 
Over 65
Q22 What is your occupation? If retired enter occupation 
when still working 
Please write clearly in the box
Q23 What is your post code?
Q24 Please indicate into which of the following groups your household 
income falls. (Tick one box)
<£10,000 £30,000 - £39,999
£ 10,0 0 0 - £ 14,999 £40,000 ■ £49,999
£ 15,0 0 0 - £ 19,999 £50,000 - £59,999
£20,000 - £29,999 £60,000 +
Researchers ONLY 
Enter initials below
Name:
Telephone Number:
Thank you very much for taking the time to fill in (his questionnaire. Please make sure you return 
the questionnaire to the collection point. You will automatically be entered into a prize draw to win 
Dinner for 4 and a Rugby Shirt.
Tick this box if you do not wish to receive any information
Survey : 3
□
Page : 3
Sports MarkoUng Surveys Ltd
P 5
Opposition Attendance CashBack Average
Castres 2,814 2,814
Neath 2,358 2,586
Richmond 4,074 9,246
Narbonne 2,443 37 3,896
Gloucester 4,262 51 3,988
Bristol 3,644 42 3,919
00 Tonga 3,779 562 3,896
9M Bath 11,321 2,278 4,956
05
05 Leicester 13,605 1,314 6,038
Harlequins 9,879 1,731 6,464
Leicester (Cup) 9,525 6,770
Sale 3,359 459 6,460
Wasps 11,723 5,504 6,899
Newcastle 19,764 10,766 7,888
London Irish 7,942 1,894 7,892
Northampton 8,899 1,989 7,959
Northampton 8.848 1,171 8,848
Sale 5,597 717 7,223
Leicester 17,347 5,577 10,597
Wasps 11,261 3,283 10,763
Richmond 9,217 2,666 10,454
London Irish 10,373 3,310 10,441
05
9 London Scottish 10,257 2,261 10,414
CO
05 Bedford 6,594 966 9,937
05 Cardiff 7,319 869 9,646
Swansea 5,250 476 9,206
West Hartlepool 5,872 389 8,903
Bath (C & G Cup) 8,161
Bath 7,533
Harlequins 6,995
Gloucester 6,995
Newcastle 6,529
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